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recently had the pleasure of spending

I would especially like to thank Jackie and Bob

some time in the United States with a

Carpenter of One Giant Leap Australia, who were

host of amazing people from the

not only instrumental in making these interviews

National Aeronautics and Space

possible, but who have also been leading the STEM

$18.50 AUD per annum inside Australia

Administration (NASA). Over the course of two weeks,

charge here in Australia for many years. As a

ACCOUNTS

I was able to meet with staff from both the Space

passionate educator, Jackie has been pushing the

Centre and the Manned Flight Centre in Houston as

sciences in Australia for many years. With husband

well as the Jet Propulsion Labs in Pasadena,

Bob, Jackie has taken thousands of Australian

California. The goal of these meetings was to conduct

students to Space Camp in Huntsville in the US, as

a range of interviews focused on why STEM subjects

well as a host of other space-related destinations

in schools are becoming increasingly important,

across the US. They have brought a multitude of

especially in the face of the changing needs of

scientists out to Australia from NASA to speak with

tomorrow’s workforce and the way new technologies

students all across the country, including in remote
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and virtual reality, and even e-gaming will all be

and STEM workshops for students and teachers

massive growth industries over the next few decades.

alike and coaching and mentoring numerous

My goal in setting out to interview the staff from NASA

Australian schools to the international finals of

was go to the very heart of technological innovation,

Destination Imagination, one of the largest STEM

‘where the magic happens’ so to speak, with a view

competitions in the world today. In fact, even this

to more clearly understanding why the future will so

issue of ETS is largely the work of Jackie and Bob as

heavily depend on these skills and find out from the

they have called on their extensive network of STEM

very people working at the cutting edge, experts who

colleagues from NASA and a host of other sources
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to craft a range of articles for this issue.
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There should be little doubt that robotics, coding,

students, what motivated them during their time in

in addition to pioneering drone education programs

I would like to thank everyone involved in putting

school. What ignited their passion for STEM and

this issue together, including the team at the Varkey

then, drawing on that experience, find out as much as

Foundation who run the Global Education and Skills

possible what educators can do to ignite that fire in the

Forum (GESF), where I met a number of amazing

next generation of technical pioneers.

teachers earlier this year as part of the GESF. Some

These interviews will appear as a series of short

of those interviews are also featured in this issue,

videos over the next few months through the ETS

including our cover story, and I strongly encourage

website and will hopefully provide some practical,

you to read them. They include amazing insights and

useful advice that you can implement and share with

research from some of the leading minds in Ed Tech

students in your classroom. If nothing else, it is great to

and teaching currently available.

hear professionals at the top of their field speaking with
such reverence for education and educators and the
role those things have played in shaping their lives.
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I hope you enjoy this issue and look forward to
your feedback. n
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08 8120 0855
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07 3088 4066
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EduTECH Asia 2019

A must attend for the entire K-12

place now before you miss out!

ISTE 2020

4–6 November 2019

school sector.

Visit https://nationaleducationsummit.

28 June – 1 July 2020

com.au/brisbane-digital-classroom for

Anaheim, USA

more information.

Where Dream It Becomes Do It

Suntec Convention Centre, Singapore

Access the best speakers from

EduTECH Asia prides itself on bringing

Australia and around the world. National

together thousands of educators from

FutureSchools Expo brings together

Unbelievable things happen at

across Asia-Pacific to evaluate and plan

world-leading education experts who

the ISTE Conference and Expo.

for the future of learning.

deliver thought leadership and practical

EduTECH Australia 2020

Groundbreaking ideas are shared, new

case studies across K-12 education.

2–3 June 2020

learning technologies are unveiled

the globe, attendees benefit from the very

Our mission is to improve the quality of

International Convention Centre, Sydney

and collaborations form that will

latest in teaching strategies, cutting-

teaching and learning within Australasia

EduTECH is Australasia’s largest annual

impact classrooms everywhere.

edge technologies and collaboration

and Asia-Pacific.

education technology conference

Claim your seat at the table among

and exhibition. In 2020, EduTECH will

education’s most innovative change

FutureSchools Expo have all been

host a multitude of conferences and

agents. You will have more than

designed to cater for senior leadership

masterclasses attended by over 8,000

1,000 opportunities to create the

for those serious about teaching and

working in different roles within K-12

educators, as well as hosting an official

learning path that works best for

delivering education that is relevant in

education. Whether you want to focus

event dinner for 800 guests, 250-

you and covers what is important to

the 21st century. This conference will

your engagements on principals and

plus exhibitors and free seminars for

you. Immerse yourself in powerful

comprise inspirational keynote speakers

the senior executives, prefer to talk to

exhibition visitors.

ideas and inspirational speakers,

from across the world, pioneering

the real implementers of technology

educators already changing education

teaching at the coal face, or are looking

together the entire education and training

educators who share your passion for

in their classrooms and technology

to meet people in specific roles such

sector (primary, secondary, tertiary

transformative learning. Save the date

leaders from education and innovative

as foundation or SEN coordinators,

and workplace learning) plus libraries,

for ISTE 2020!

technology companies.

the event is structured to appeal to the

government, suppliers and world-

people you want to speak to.

renowned speakers all under one roof.

Part of a series of events that spans

opportunities. This event comprises an
exhibition and a conference.
The EduTECH Asia conference is

The EduTECH Asia exhibition is

The five conferences at the National

where leading solution providers can

EduTECH is the only event that brings

As a delegate, you can choose from

showcase a wide range of technologies

Visit www.futureschools.com.au for

a wide variety of conference streams

aimed at helping Asian educators

more information.

designed for your role, ensuring you

while connecting with innovative

Visit https://conference.iste.org/2020/
for more information.

make education more relevant in the

get the most out of your professional

21st century.

development investment. Furthermore,

Digital Pedagogy |
Leadership Conference

Digital Classroom Conference

EduTECH works with industry to

28–29 June 2020

together the entire education sector in

31 May – 1 June 2020

subsidise registration costs to make the

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition

South East Asia to learn, be inspired and

Brisbane

conference an affordable and accessible

Centre, Melbourne

exchange ideas.

How does a school community build

investment in your learning.

Follow major innovations to this

a culture of learning with technology?

• Access the very best speakers from

event; what was formerly the

The EduTECH mission is to bring

Visit www.terrapinn.com/exhibition/

How do you more effectively use

edutech-asia/index.stm for

makerspaces? How can flipped learning

more information.

solve teaching problems in your school?
And how can you make thinking more
visible using technology to better

FutureSchools

understand what is happening in your

18–19 March 2020

students’ minds?

Australia and around the world.
• Share ideas, successes
and challenges.
• Discuss, debate and take away
implementable outcomes.
• This is a second-to-none
networking opportunity.

Leading a Digital School Conference
will, in 2020, be presented as the
Digital Pedagogy | Leadership
Conference as part of the National
Education Summit.
The Summit will run in both
Brisbane and Melbourne in 2020 and

• Tailor-make your own experience and

will bring together educators from all

Centre, Melbourne

answers to these questions and more,

choose from eight large congresses,

over Australia, providing professional

The National FutureSchools Expo

then you cannot afford to miss the

with multiple streams, plus focused

learning opportunities across a

is Australia’s largest education

Digital Classroom Conference. This

breakout sessions, masterclasses

number of major themes, including:

showcase, bringing together 80-plus

conference offers skills-based sessions

and interactive exhibition seminars

• digital pedagogy (leadership in a

suppliers over two days.

for classroom practitioners, so come

and displays (not to mention hours of

prepared to roll up your sleeves to learn

networking functions).

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition

The Expo offers the unique
chance to see a wide range of

If you would like to know the

new transferable skills.

• See what is on offer and save time by

digital school)
• blended learning
• creativity

meeting with suppliers in one place,

• school libraries

at one time.

• innovation and more…

solutions side-by-side, allowing you

The conference will focus on the five

to both identify the technologies that

most significant educational technologies

are right for you, and which vendors

trends for schools over the next five

you want to partner with. If you want

years according to the Australian

Visit www.edutech.net.au for

Visit https://nationaleducationsummit.

to save time and money, there is only

Education Technologies Trends 2018

more information.

com.au/ for more information. n

one place you need to go in 2020.

report (produced by ACCE), so book you
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Teachers,

share your classroom story…

WIN
...and you can

an ACTIVPANEL

The Promethean Grant is back!
And this year we want to hear your inspirational stories.
Do you have an inspiring or heart-warming experience
from your teaching career?
Have you made a memorable impact on a student’s
education?
Have you got a hilarious story from one of your students?
If so, you could win a Promethean interactive ﬂat panel!
Simply record your story in a two-minute video and share
it with us.

Enter the Promethean Grant now:

www.PrometheanWorld.com/au/grant
@PrometheanANZ
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PRE-PRIMARY
DIGITAL
NORMALISATION
THE IMPLICATIONS FOR
PRIMARY SCHOOLS
BY MAL LEE AND ROGER BROADIE
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societal transformation.

Largely unseen, the digitally connected

unfettered use of online and digital

speed of learning, but also the vital

families of the world have, over the

technologies has had profound

role family members play in assisting

Critically, they have – often

last five to six years, taken a lead

implications. By the early 2000s,

children over hurdles, and bringing the

unwittingly – paved the way for their

role in providing their pre-primary

adolescents of the developed and

usage to an end.

children to receive an apt highly

children, from the first year of life

increasingly the developing world

onwards, the start of a quality, lifelong

had, with the vital support of their

of the world have – largely of their

children will grow and depend upon for

digital education. Critically, they have

families, normalised the use of

own volition – accommodated the

the rest of their life.

employed the same naturally evolving

digital technologies.

surge in pre-primary use very well. A

laissez faire model of teaching used so

As indicated in earlier articles,

The digitally connected families

individualised digital education that the

They have also prompted

read of the European Commission’s

researchers globally to address the

successfully by the digitally connected

by around 2007–2009, the digitally

study (Chaudron, 2015) of 0-8 digital

new reality that the very young,

families of the world in providing

connected family had become the

learning in 11 European countries or

in their ready use of touchscreen

millions upon millions of their older

norm across the developed and

the Erikson (2016) study of US families

technology, are invariably working with

children the desired learning with

increasingly the developing world,

reveals the common sense, balanced

visual cues, employing and growing

digital technology. It is a success that

with digitally empowered parents

and networked learning brought to play

their visual intelligence, years before

should be recognised and proclaimed

taking an increasingly greater lead

by parents, and the limited contribution

they also bring their verbal linguistic

universally, and parents should be

role in their children’s learning with

made by professional educators.

intelligence into play. It is a largely

commended for their success in

digital technology.

It bears noting that UK Ofcom

untapped capability, that Strom and

(2016) reported that 37 percent

Strom (2009) have advocated should

the mid-2000s, digital usage by the

of three- to four-year-old children

be nurtured at all ages, but it is also a

world’s young was primarily that of

accessed YouTube from a mobile

capability that questions some of the

developed, and increasingly the

the teens and, while younger children

device in 2016, on trend for that kind of

long-held Piagetian assumptions.

developing and underdeveloped,

used the technology, the keyboard

usage to grow. A Danish study in 2016

world are on track to begin formal

and the mouse were not exactly child

revealed that 90 percent of Denmark’s

The Way Forward

schooling having normalised the astute

friendly. The release of all manner of

children under seven had access to a

On present trends, the pre-primary

use of digital technology, and for that

touchscreen technologies in the 2007–

tablet (Johansen et al, 2016). Rideout

children that have normalised the use

technology to play a central role in their

2010 period – iPhone, iPod Touch,

(2017), in undertaking a 0-8 census

of digital technology, who are naturally

upbringing, lives and learning.

Android mobile operating system,

for Common Sense Media in the US,

employing the laissez faire model

Apple’s and Google’s app stores, iPad

noted 42 percent of the children in the

of learning with that technology and

digital normalisation are immense,

and Android tablets – changed the

study had their own tablet, with 72

operating within a digital mindset, with

particularly for primary schools, and

scene irrevocably, seemingly overnight.

percent having ready access.

all the associated expectations, will

contending with a rapidly evolving,
uncertain digital environment.
The pre-primary children of the

The implications of the pre-primary

It bears remembering that, until

We suspect every parent with

are only now becoming apparent.

Very quickly, the age of those using

They will impact on every facet of

mobile digital technologies plummeted.

a pre-primary child would have

the children’s vital early childhood

Devices like the iPod Touch and the

appreciated some external support

upbringing and ongoing learning

iPad became very popular with the

and direction in the use of digital

in a digitally-mature school that

with digital technology, whether

young, particularly with the addition

technology, but it was not to be.

complements the efforts of digitally

governments or educators desire it

of cameras, with many a young

Rather, what the world saw were

connected families, but most

or not. It is a development that we all

child also accessing mum and

parents obliged virtually overnight to

will enter schools that place little

need to better understand if it is to be

dad’s smartphone.

address the development, in a time

importance on digital technology,

of rapid, uncertain digital evolution

where that technology does not

young as two or three were readily

and transformation, where few could

underpin the learning, that will not

Evolution of Pre-Primary
Digital Normalisation

using iPads and Android tablets,

provide expert advice. That families

provide personal digital connectivity,

with parents obliged to address the

mostly handed the development so well

nor recognise each child’s unique

The origins of the development are to

development. They, like the digitally

is to be commended.

digital capability or empower the

be found soon after the emergence

connected families before them, moved

of the world wide web in 1993, in

naturally to using the laissez faire,

should not come as a surprise. The

have to follow the traditional ‘one

the historic change to the nature of

non-linear, highly fluid, self-directed,

current digitally connected families

size fits all’ structured instructional

youth and youth education that flowed

individualised, play-based, parent or

are among the most educated in

program, focusing on what the

from the digital connectedness and

older sibling guided model of learning.

their nation’s history, who have

school/teacher believes appropriate,

empowerment of the world’s young,

Anyone who has sat and observed the

long normalised the everyday use

when appropriate, having their ‘digital

the evolution of digitally connected

very young at play on an iPad will have

of digital technology. Particularly in

capability’ regularly assessed and

families and the introduction of digital

soon noted the children’s excitement,

the last decade, they have grown

compared with others.

touchscreen technologies.

the use of visual – and only slowly

their ability to lead the out-of-school

the verbal-linguistic – intelligence in

24/7/365 learning and to use a learning

like to have their control questioned,

20 plus years ago to empower their

navigating the device (Strom & Strom,

model that naturally accommodated

the young and their families globally

young and provide them with largely

2009), the integrated approach, the

exponential digital evolution and

will likely continue quietly employing

built upon astutely.

The move by parents globally

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

By 2012–2014, children as

In many respects, the success

likely enter a school that is ill-prepared
to build upon that normalisation.
Some who are lucky will enrol

children. Rather, the children will all

Understanding that schools do not
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the laissez faire approach outside the

manner of constraints, but some of

understanding that children outside

your families outside the school walls

school walls, largely dismissing what

the great attributes of early childhood

the classroom will forever have a

continuing to lead the way. n

is happening in the school.

teachers are their professionalism,

freedom and the facility to learn

collaboration with the family, focus

with digital technology that schools,

schools, secondary college principal,

The Implications for
Primary Schools

on each child’s learning and flexibility.

with all their structural, legal and

technology company director and now

The accelerating digital transformation

government constraints, can

author and educational consultant.

The implications for primary schools

bids those teachers to build on those

never match.

He has written extensively on the

are profound. They will increasingly be

qualities in providing the desired

called upon to educate children with

learning with digital technologies.

Conclusion

strengthening digital mindsets, who

Most will need to better understand

If primary schools – and indeed

have only known a digital world, who

children’s 24/7/365 learning

government – are to have any real

helping schools get the maximum

will enter school with an individualised

with digital technology, and their

impact on the very young’s learning

impact on learning from technology.

suite of capabilities acquired by

expectations. That said, many of the

with digital technology, they must

He is the Naace Lead for the 3rd

learning with digital technology, who

teachers will concurrently be playing

position themselves to complement

Millennium Learning Award. In his

will expect to use their ‘personal’

a lead role in their own digitally

the work of digitally connected

30-plus years of working at the forefront

technology in all of their learning,

connected family, experiencing the

families, building upon the laissez

of technology in education, he has

immediate connectivity, to be trusted,

out-of-school learning to be woven

faire approach. The last quarter of

worked with a huge range of leading

empowered and largely free to use the

into the classroom.

a century reveals most schools and

schools, education organisations and

governments are loath to genuinely

policymakers in the UK and Europe.

desired technologies and to largely
direct their learning with technology.

The new reality is that schools

Mal Lee is a former director of

impact of technology and the evolution

will always lag behind the families’

collaborate, believing only they have

of schooling.
Roger Broadie has wide experience

use of digital technology. Genuine

the answers. If your school takes that

such an approach. Granted, the

collaboration with digitally connected

approach, it will continue to be dealt

admin@interactivemediasolutions.

school will be working with all

families is critical, with teachers

out of digital education play, with

com.au

Most schools will not countenance
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The State of Technology in Education…

let your voice be heard.
“How is the
edtech landscape
evolving?”

“Where can
edtech make the
biggest impact?”

“What are the main
challenges facing schools today?”
Global education technology company, Promethean, is inviting
educators from across the country to participate in the first
ever State of Technology in Education survey – giving schools
the opportunity to share their experiences, challenges and
ideas in relation to the current edtech landscape… and how it
might look in the future.
Technology is evolving at an unprecedented rate. Don’t miss
the opportunity to have your say on its place in education.

Soon Promethean will be inviting you to share your
thoughts and experiences on edtech and in return, you
could be in with a chance of winning exciting prizes.

For more information, keep posted at:
www.PrometheanWorld.com/AU
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BY JOHN BIGELOW

THE POWER OF FILM

IN EDUCATION
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We all know that film can be an

kids from the elementary school, in

in the film, or possibly event direct it. It

that is compelling, that connects

extremely powerful form of media.

their break, instead of playing football

seems that there are so many different

through emotion, but also connects

It can motivate, inspire, educate and

or some other type of game, would

moving parts that play to different

with the brain and creates knowledge,

drive creative thinking. But how?

gather against the fence just to bully

skill sets.

then it will be successful. The key is

To find out, we caught up with

the kids that were going into physical

Gastón: Absolutely. It is such

emotion; emotion is what drives us in

award-winning author, screenwriter and

therapy. So, this event, this kind of

a collaborative process that I think

most cases. So, if you can connect

producer Gastón Gorali at the 2019

sad and tragic event, sparked an idea

that alone, just the fact that you have

the kids through emotion, then you will

Global Education and Skills Forum in

for the film and then the film sparked

to collaborate with all your peers

find that they want to learn more about

Dubai. Gastón produced and co-wrote

reactions from all over the world. It has

in order to create this material, is a

the subject as opposed to a subject

the animated film Metegol/Underdogs.

been amazing to see what happens

fantastic learning process itself. It’s

being kind of that they feel is part of a

Released by Universal Studios, the

when something that is traumatic can,

a goal by itself. And then I would say

curriculum per se, and not something

film is the largest animated feature film

through art, be turned into something

that most kids, if not every kid, has a

that they want to discover.

coming out of Latin America to date.

that bonds us as human beings.

superior level of creativity compared

Directed by Academy Award winning

ETS: Obviously, not everyone or

ETS: Perhaps a school might

to most adults. And the reason for

choose to explore the use of film and

director Juan Jose Campanella and

every student who has an idea, though,

that, I believe, we all are born with that

could substitute a written assignment

released in over 50 countries, it was a

can suddenly just go out and create

natural creativity. Every kid is a painter.

on something like a student’s family

smash hit, setting box office records

a film. How were you able to create

You don’t see young children saying,

tree with a video presentation. Ask

in Argentina and collecting major

this project?

“Oh I am not good enough at painting.

students to take their smartphone and

Therefore, I won’t paint the picture of

record interviews with family members

international awards, such as the Goya,

Gastón: Let me first challenge that

Platino and NY International Children’s

assumption. I think yes, everyone can

my family.” They are all artists and

and so on and create a video they have

Film Festival. Along with Campanella,

go out and create a film. Why not?

they all create and they all sing. The

to play for the class. Would that work?

Gastón is also the co-founder and CEO

I mean, I’m a business major. I had

real question is what happens as we

of Mundoloco CGI Animation Studios,

never created a film. But now, I have.

get older. It is only after the age of six,

to that idea, I get excited about the

one of the leading animation studios

I started as an adult who had always

seven, eight or 10, whatever it might

possibilities and where the journey

of the region. He is a co-creator and

loved films. However, I thought I was

be, that we stop believing that we can

might take us. And, that kind of

show runner of Discovery Kids’ hit TV

going to business school because

be creative because some kind of

project has the power to bring so

series Mini Beat Power Rockers. With

that’s what I had to do. Then, one day,

system tells us we are not as good at

many students together with so many

over 500 million online monthly views,

I realised that we are really only limited

something as someone else and so we

different skills. The collaboration is

it is one of the hottest I.P created in the

by our own beliefs and ideas. And yes,

should stop doing it.

one of the most exciting parts of the

region. Along with the award-winning

I think today with the technology that is

writer Marcelo Birmajer, he is co-author

out there, we don’t need a whole lot of

that is the biggest problem. When you

process and film making, which

of the novel Escape to India (released

expensive equipment to make a film. I

go into schools, which we have done

needs writing, by the way, it’s a very

by Spain’s leading publishing house

think if you have something to say and

with this film, you will realise two

collaborative environment, so I really

Santillana), which is soon to become

a story to tell, you can do it even with

things. First, as an audience, kids are

encourage it because there is no way

an animated feature film. He is writer

a mobile phone. You can shoot it, you

amazing. And secondly, as creators,

we achieve anything by ourselves.

and producer of the award-winning

can edit it. You can create animation

they have amazing ideas.

The power of connecting with the rest

short film Ian, a moving story, soon to

even with very inexpensive technology.

ETS: Building on the idea of trying

be released by Disney, Nickelodeon,

My point is, of course, no one is saying

not to impose creative boundaries on

which is to, in this case, make a movie,

Discovery Kids and Cartoon Network,

creating a film will be easy, but if you

students, how can teachers begin this

doesn’t matter the length, doesn’t

and published by Penguin Random

have the drive, then definitely go for it.

film making process with their students

matter the style. It just matters that it

because, as you said earlier, it might

says something meaningful.

House in a book format.
ETS: Gastón, could you begin

ETS: It seems to me that film

It is even worse for adults. I think

Gastón: Exactly. Just listening

process. Writing is a very solitary

of our classroom through one goal,

making is such a powerful medium in

be possible but it won’t be easy. Many

by sharing a little bit about what it is

schools because there are so many

teachers might feel that it is too hard

making a more achievable goal

that you are speaking about here at

different elements of film making that

and that they don’t have the time.

for schools?

the forum?

bring together different skill sets in the

Where does that process begin?

Gastón: We’re presenting a short

classroom. You have some children

Gastón: It’s a good question. It’s a

ETS: Has technology made film

Gastón: Absolutely. We have
a whole studio in our pocket.

film we created, called Ian. It’s an

who will be able to write the script

great question. I think it begins just by

Unfortunately, most people only use

animated short film based on a true

because they have good writing skills,

doing it. The one thing that you have

social media most of the time. But it’s

story of a little boy called Ian from

or a passion for writing. You have some

in your favour, before you even begin,

there, the potential is there. A mobile

Buenos Aires, Argentina, who suffered

students who will be great at designing

is that everyone, from the youngest

phone with a camera is a great tool

bullying when he was going into

sets. You have other students who

students to teachers alike, loves going

and pretty much everyone has one.

physical therapy. The facility where

will be fantastic at putting together

to the movies. Most people love to

It’s amazing to think that everyone

this boy was receiving treatment

costumes. Some students will want

watch TV, they love going online and

carries around this amazingly powerful

was right across the street from an

to write the music for the soundtrack,

watching YouTube. I think the medium

creative tool and very few people ever

elementary school and some of the

where other students will want to act

is natural. So, if you can tell a story

use it to its fullest potential. Imagine

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au
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what students could achieve if they were

book, which was the story that I was

Technology has just enabled us to make

of technology for technology’s sake,

telling you about the fence and the kids

the stories more convincing, but we are

I think this is where it begins. Twenty,

and the bullying. So, I spent a few days

still just telling a story around the fire pit.

30 years ago, it was only Hollywood

thinking and writing about it and I came

ETS: For schools, using a visual

that could make movies. Studios like

back to Ian’s mum and told her, I want

medium like film making is a really good

journey started when I was four years

Industrial Light and Magic (ILM), along

to do this film, but I want to tell the story

way to address important subjects.

old, actually. I’m from Argentina, so it

with a handful of other people who

that started everything, this true story

Whether it be racism, whether it be

started with a trauma, personal trauma.

really knew how to make special effects

that happened to you.

climate change, whether it be inequality,

When I was four years old, my mum

animation. Now, pretty much anyone with

took my older brother to Disneyland. And

access to the Internet can learn how to

let’s do that. So, I went back to my

who’s been very successful in making

she sent me with my grandmother to a

create animations and special effects.

house and started writing and I thought

films, what do you think would help

little province, beautiful province, but a

And again, through the Internet, people

we should keep it as simple as possible.

students create films or short videos that

little place in Argentina called La Falla

have access to different tools to create

Therefore, we started working on a

will really stand out from the crowd and

Cordoba, which has nothing but donkeys

the effects and animations and many of

non-dialogue form of storytelling. For, to

make a connection?

and mountains. So, I was riding my

these learning and creative tools are free.

me, cinema has that power. When you

given the freedom to explore it!
ETS: How did this journey begin
for you?
Gastón: For me, my film making

donkey and I was kind of happy just to

Gastón: While I am not a huge fan

While that doesn’t mean it’s easy, it

She was surprised, but said, yes,

whether it be sexism. From someone

Gastón: The first question you

can rely on the least amount of resources

must ask when making any sort of

be riding a donkey. My grandmother was

means that the tools and the knowledge

to tell a story, the more powerful

film, because it takes a lot of effort and

there, but it was winter holidays and so I

are available for little or no money for

it becomes.

energy, is why? Why are you making

spent a lot of time in my room.

those who want to do it. That’s amazing.

When I came back home, and my

ETS: Why do you think film is such

this? The first question should always be

I don’t think we ever had the situation in

a powerful way of telling stories and

why are we doing what we’re doing, as

brother and my mum came back from

history, in terms of how many resources

conveying messages?

opposed to how many likes am I going

Disneyland, they showed me their

we now have access to. Having said

Gastón: I think there are two reasons.

pictures and we compared my pictures

that, I also think there are significant

Firstly, I think animation connects directly

watch it. That doesn’t mean anything.

with my sad donkey and my brother

challenges because with that great gift of

to the heart. You don’t have the obstacle

There will be another hundred videos

showed me all these bright colours from

available knowledge comes distraction,

of an actor and whether or not the viewer

each person clicks ‘like’ on that day.

Disneyland. I said, I’m going to take

and that distraction makes us less able to

believes him or her as the person they

revenge on that Mickey Mouse one day.

focus on the important things.

are playing, whether or not they think

create something needs to think, is this

So, 30 years later, I started an animation

I also think everyone who wants to

that actor is a good fit for that character.

going to stand the test of time? Also, why

studio in South America and we had

as was the case with the short film you

It just connects somehow, inexplicably

am I telling the story? What’s my angle?

a number one movie that won over all

created, and then what?

connects straight to the heart. And I

How am I going to tell this story in a way

think movies, per se, connect through

that is engaging and interesting? How am

the Disney movies that year. So, it was

ETS: I imagine it begins with an idea,

to get or how many people are going to

Gastón: So, in this case, Ian’s mum,

my way of getting some revenge for

Sheila, came to me and said, I want

our emotions, through music, through

I going to contribute somehow? I think

my donkey.

to make an audio-visual piece to raise

images, through some kind of magical

that’s the first thing.

awareness of this issue around bullying.

thing that happens. And when it is done

And then the second thing would

you don’t just start an animation studio

She had written a book, but the book was

well, if the story is good enough, we are

be to go and do it. And the third thing is

or just make a movie, the process needs

based on one day in Ian’s life looking at

drawn into the story and can be there

just get it out there and understand that

to begin somewhere. So, for teachers

what it was like living with a disability and

with those characters for a brief moment.

once you do, it doesn’t belong to just you

who may be looking at doing something

coping with different issues of daily life.

I think this goes back thousands of years

anymore. It belongs to the audience and

to when we people were sitting around

they will decide if this is good or not, or if

the fire telling stories. That didn’t change.

it’s meaningful. n

ETS: (Laugh) Fantastic! However,

like this with students in their classroom,
where does the process begin?
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I took that book, but I could never
forget the reason Sheila had created the
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MAKING
TECHNOLOGY

SAFE
BY JOHN BIGELOW

100 scientific publications, appearing

they’re using each day and also

on the minds of developing students?

mental health, device usage and daily

in journals such as the American

their mental health. So, how they’re

What happens when we expose

experiences via smartphones and

Journal of Psychiatry, Annual Review

feeling as they move about from

children to a seemingly endless stream

wearable devices for the last decade.

of Clinical Psychology, Developmental

their home, to their school, through

of ‘fake news’ and online culture of

Most recently, they have focused

Psychology, Nature, Psychological

their neighbourhoods.

outrage at an incomprehensively wide

on reducing the ‘new’ digital divide

Bulletin and Psychological Science.

array of subjects, and then allow

to promote positive outcomes for

Her research has also been

and understand and I guess a really

keyboard warriors, confident in their

all youth.

disseminated widely through coverage

important and interesting one. In just

in outlets such as the Economist, New

over a decade, we have seen some

What impact does social media have

anonymity, to bully, harass and cajole

Her team has tracked adolescents’

Candice was a William T. Grant

ETS: That is a big area to try

them? What kind of world are we

scholar and the recipient of early

Scientist, London Times, Scientific

pretty significant societal changes,

creating and what might the long-term

career awards from the American

American and the Washington Post.

including the advent of smartphones

impacts be? In an effort to better

Psychological Association, the Society

understand these issues, I recently met

for Research in Child Development,

2019 Global Education and Skills

when combined, has seemingly

with Candice Odgers, a Professor of

the Royal Society of Canada, and the

Forum, where she was presenting,

created some interesting and

Psychological Science at the University

Association for Psychological Science.

to better understand how social

complex challenges.

I caught up with Candice at the

media and smart devices impact

and the rise of social media which,

Candice Odgers: Right, the

of California Irvine and a Research

In 2015, she was awarded

Professor in the Sanford School of

the Distinguished Contributions to

Public Policy at Duke University.

Psychology in the Public Interest

ETS: Candice, can I begin by

at the point of almost full saturation.

Her research focuses on how early

Early Career Award and, in 2016, the

asking you to tell us a little about

So about 95 percent of adolescents

experiences and social inequalities

Jacobs Foundation Advanced Research

your research?

in the United States have access to

influence child and adolescent

Fellowship. Candice is the incoming

development, with an emphasis on

Co-Director of the Canadian Institute

my days following kids around on their

spending about six hours per day on

how new technologies, including

for Advanced Research Child, Brain

mobile devices, getting streaming data

average on just screen media use.

mobile phones and web-based tools,

and Development Program and of the

from their devices and wearables, and

That’s not counting the time they use

can be leveraged to understand and

Developmental Science in the Digital

trying to understand a little bit more

or spend online for school, education,

improve the lives of young people.

Age Initiative. She is the author of over

about how much digital technology

and so on.

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

student development.

Candice Odgers: I spend most of

increase has been very quick and we’re

or own a smartphone, and they’re
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ETS: Wow, that is a lot. I guess one

and assessments of media use et

of the biggest challenges for schools

cetera, in addition to a number of

is should smart devices be banned

other things. Hopefully, that study will

from schools? On the one side of

give us a longitudinal sense of what’s

the debate, we have people saying,

happening, but it’s going to be really

“No, that’s ridiculous. How would we

difficult to pinpoint whether it’s social

facilitate things like BYOD programs?

media per se, especially given, as

If you want equitable education

I said before, that we have reached

technology, not everyone can afford a

this point of saturation, where almost

laptop or a tablet.” And then you have

all adolescents are using the devices

the other side of the debate claiming,

and using them so frequently that it

“Smartphones are little more than a

will be very difficult to find a natural

huge distraction.” Where do you fall

control group.

on this?
Candice Odgers: This is something

ETS: With regard to how our
brains are being rewired, much of the

that each school has to work out for

research suggests there is a direct

itself. They need to develop a media

correlation between the use of social

plan that’s going to work for the

media and how these platforms are

teachers, for the parents, but mostly

set up to supposedly create a stimulus

for the kids. The goal is to have the

response cycle with ‘likes’ and

ideal learning environment for youth

other forms of peer approval, which

and to do that in a way that minimises

purportedly increase dopamine levels

interference, but also maximises the

in the brain and give rise to addiction.

kind of the comfort that they have.

Can you tell us a little bit about how

The interesting thing when this issue

this mechanism works?

comes up is that you see the biggest

Candice Odgers: As you suggest,

pushback from parents who often don’t

dopamine gets mentioned a lot in

want their children on devices, but

much of the research coming out.

don’t want to be disconnected from

It’s something that we think about

their children when someone threatens

in terms of enhanced reward in the

we really don’t know that this is a big

kids today are doing really well. We

to take them away.

reward system. However, based on

problem in terms of impacts on kids’

have historically high graduation rates.

what we know about adolescence, we

mental health.

We have rates of violence that are

ETS: To me, the really fascinating

ETS: Based on what your research

declining, rates of substance use that

part of this comes from the research

already know that it is a time where

that’s being done now around

adolescents seek out rewards, seek out

is showing you then, how do we

are declining, costly issues like teen

neuroplasticity and how smartphones

things that are exciting, that might be

account for the stories we so often

pregnancy are declining and rather

are basically rewiring our brains.

risky. Some of that might be in social

hear about how kids don’t seem to be

rapidly in many contexts. So, the kids

media, but some of it will be in other

able to put these devices away and

today on so many metrics are doing

interesting observation. It’s true that

domains. Out of that research, we

are allegedly staying up all night or

well, yet we’re fearful that we’ve

our brain is changing as we engage

have seen the rise of concerns around

waking up two, three times a night to

destroyed a generation due to devices.

with digital technology, but our brain

how cell phones (mobile phones) are

check their devices? Add to that all the

is changing when we interact with

somehow causing a dopamine rush,

research supposedly highlighting the

for me is looking at the level of fear

anything in the world, and especially

but adolescents are seeking out those

negative effects of blue light and the

and willingness to blame devices,

during adolescence or in this period

experiences in all kinds of places.

impact that has on rest, and what are

despite the fact that when you look

we seeing? Is there any validity to the

across all the studies that have been

Candice Odgers: That’s a really

of rapid growth. The real question is

So, I don’t think that there’s

Now, the really interesting thing

not whether it’s changing, but whether

reason to be overly concerned that

idea that smart devices are having a

done so far, we have found very little

that change is optimising us for this

it’s causing some sort of biochemical

detrimental impact on the development

by way of negative associations. For

future or whether it’s impairing us in

reaction in the brain that is hurting

of kids or is it largely media hype?

example, if we were to look at whether

some way.

kids. We simply just don’t see that

Candice Odgers: I think every

or don’t know that this is the case. I

generation looks back at the last one

wear eyeglasses, or even how many

to answer this question but, as you

think in terms of the ‘likes’, devices

and thinks they’re doing it wrong

potatoes you ate in the last week, you

can imagine, it’s the tricky question.

are a way that the kids connect with

and doesn’t like the way that they’re

could essentially find negative effects

There’s a large study being conducted

their friends. It is the way that they’re

spending their time, and there’s a lot of

that are larger for those types of

in the US right now, the ABCD Study,

social, and some of that can occur in a

fear around this. The fear comes from

variables than they are for digital use,

which is following 10,000 young

risky way. It can have negative effects

a good place; we want good things

but we’re not having a conversation

adolescents using repeated scans

for some adolescents, I’m sure, but

for our kids, but on so many metrics,

in the media about restricting potato

There are a few people trying
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detrimental effects of devices, yet

is exposure to violent video games

children’s mental health in the context

there seems to be a growing body of

desensitises participants to violence,

of technology?

evidence that points to the fact that the

thus lowering their natural inhibition to

Candice Odgers: The first part of

relationships that kids are developing

violence, potentially even leading to an

my research is focused on everything

through devices using social media

increase in violent behaviour. What has

we just talked about, addressing this

are leading to greater and greater

your research shown?

narrative around devices, that all of

Candice Odgers: You don’t have

our kids today are falling into this type

those relationships are emotionally

to look at just my research. There have

of addiction, are falling into increased

empty relationships.

actually been national committees

rates of violence, are suffering from

established in the US to evaluate the

depression and anxiety because of

That’s a very powerful narrative and

evidence based around this idea, in

what they’re doing digitally, and to

it’s wrong. In the research that I just

combination with large reviews of

address that first by informing people

talked about, these tiny associations

every kind of experimental design done

that there simply isn’t any evidence to

with social media explain less than

in this space, and it’s simply not the

support those views. The second part

one percent of the variation in mental

case that watching violent video games

of what I do focuses on, if not that then

health, which means 99.5 percent of

or engaging in violent video games

what? What are the real issues? What

the reasons kids are suffering from

makes someone violent. That has

are the kind of real threats that are on

mental health problems or experiencing

unequivocally been the overwhelming

the horizon that we should be paying

lower wellbeing are due to something

consensus. Again, the kinds of mass

attention to and what can we do to best

other than the reported media use, but

shootings we have seen in recent

support kids? Some of those issues

this narrative has become extremely

years are horrendous acts. If we

relate to the fact that kids experience

compelling, to the point that most

could identify a cause like gaming or a

the online world in very different ways.

people take it as true. And it’s largely

contributor like gaming, then that’s an

because we’re scared. Depression,

easier target than these structural, deep

households, for example, spend three

suicide, those are things that cost

problems that need to be addressed to

more hours a day on average on their

us kids’ lives. We want to know the

prevent these kinds of acts.

devices, and what they’re doing on

instances of depression because

Candice Odgers: It’s interesting.

answers with regard to what drives

ETS: Is it more the case then that

So, kids in low-income

their devices is very different. So, it’s

these beliefs arise out of instances in

not necessarily doing homework or

which a person who already has an

using it to support educational goals.

consumption. So, what is it about the

I have been studying mental health

underlying psychological condition

They’re spending a lot more time with

fear that we have around how kids are

problems in kids for the last 15 years.

that makes them more predisposed to

passive media consumption, et cetera,

spending their time on devices?

When I first saw this research, I was

act in a violent way has been triggered

that might not have any direct benefit.

actually hopeful that we’d found it, that

by something like playing violent

They’re also receiving less parental

we’ve found some sort of contributor

video games?

help or less support from adults in

those behaviours.
As a developmental psychologist,

ETS: Are we getting causation
confused with correlation?
Candice Odgers: Probably. It’s

that we could identify and that we

Candice Odgers: Yes, I think what

terms of how to protect their privacy

not to say that we shouldn’t focus

can control. Wouldn’t that be great!

you said is key. It is the predisposition

online, how to leverage technologies in

on device use; this is clearly a

When I discovered that social media

in the first place. So, I think online

ways that might support them.

transformative experience in the lives

and smartphone use wasn’t actually

video games, online activities, like

of kids. Digital technology is not going

a leverage point we could use to stop

anything else could amplify existing

understanding the kinds of inequity we

away, which is one of the reasons we

the rise of anxiety and depression

vulnerabilities, and we need to be

see in terms of a group of individuals,

should really focus on it, but there are

that we’re seeing in kids, I was in

careful and watch for that, but in

a group of kids who are experiencing

issues that are likely more important

many ways disappointed. It meant

terms of thinking about it as causing

real benefits from using technology

around kids’ use of devices other than

that we had to keep looking. That the

new cases, there just doesn’t seem

on the one hand, as opposed to kids

an alleged effect on mental health,

problem was more complex. What we

to be the evidence to support that

who might be more prone to risk on

which we don’t see evidence for. So,

don’t want to do, and must be very

conclusion. Based on the review of

the other hand. That’s the type of

things like protecting their privacy and

careful of, is allowing smartphones

the landscape that has already been

thing we need to focus on. We need

security online, trying to figure out how

to be labelled as the cause of these

performed, and there has been a lot of

to be thinking more about how we

every child has equal opportunities to

issues at the expense of some of the

research on media exposure of violent

leverage the interest kids have in the

learn, engage online, develop the skills

real contributors.

gaming to date, the consensus is

digital world in ways that support their

pretty clear.

development in the ways we’ve always

So, the crux of what I focus on is

we’re going to need in the digital age

ETS: As part of this online device

and providing that kind of scaffolding

space, I wanted to ask about gaming

as adults of how to navigate these

given that it is a growth industry, a

related to the use of smart devices,

spaces in safe ways.

huge part of many people’s lives and,

social media or exposure to violence

talk about in the magazine is the

once again, a hotly contested issue

in games and media, in what way is

importance of getting students to

in the media. The prevailing belief

your research focusing on protecting

understand the impact of digital

ETS: You said that we’re not
seeing any real evidence around the

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au
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is a positive thing. So, I think making

the best resources that I’ve used as

information trails that they leave online.

and other places that contain sensitive

sure that there is a seat for youth at the

a parent and a researcher is a book

Is this part of what your research

genetic and/or medical information

table, it can also demystify some of the

called Media Moms and Digital Dads

focuses on?

about a child, that include photos or

things that kids are doing online, which

by Yalda Uhls, and she’s a researcher,

tags. So, this entire digital footprint or

is really important. If you actually track

a former Hollywood media executive

the heart of the matter. Our concern

dossier is being formed for children

and download all the things that kids

and the mother of two adolescents. So,

is that too many people are looking

before they have the opportunity to

do online, it’s less interesting than we

she provides all of these perspectives

in the wrong direction. Everyone is

consent to the sharing and use of

as adults assume it is, and it looks

on how to really parent in the digital

focused on an alleged connection

that information or control in any way

more like what kids have been doing

age. Those would be my first stops.

between digital devices and mental

how it might impact their future life or

for a very long time in their friendships

health, when the real issues and the

life chances.

and the rest their daily interactions.

was one takeaway from all of this

footprints. In other words, the

Candice Odgers: This is really

Parents post information on blogs

ETS: Great. In closing, if there

So, some of it is just demystifying

for teachers and educators that have

else. What we need to be focused on

based on observation, that today’s

things that we can see and make big

concerns around device use in the

is security, privacy and understanding

students lack the same desire for, or

assumptions about as adults.

classroom and the amount of time that

what kinds of interventions might be

understanding of, privacy that many

required and who might require them.

adults might have.

real threats are, in fact, somewhere

ETS: It would seem, purely

ETS: As an educator, if I want to
be more informed around these sorts
of challenges and better understand

kids are spending on devices, what
would it be?
Candice Odgers: I think it is this,

Of course, we push these messages

Candice Odgers: Right. So,

through the normal channels in terms

what we are potentially seeing is an

the issues, are there places that I

the next time you’re by the water cooler

of digital literacy, but that’s not going

evolving conception of privacy. It is an

can go to find some of the more

or you’re having a conversation about

to be the whole solution. We’re going

assumption that we make, and one that

pertinent research?

a kid on his or her device and how it

to need technological solutions to

is probably true, but we need to know

Candice Odgers: Absolutely. There

might be bad for them, stop and think

these challenges, ways to encrypt

a lot more about how kids think about

is a researcher at LSE in the UK, Sonja

about whether or not the phone is the

information to protect information,

privacy. What does privacy mean to

Livingston, who has an amazing blog

issue or whether it’s something else.

and this is a larger issue not just with

them, what are the risks associated

and resource available (https://blogs.

The next time you’re having difficulty

kids, but with protecting civil society in

with it? Only then can we, as adults,

lse.ac.uk/parenting4digitalfuture/).

with a student in the classroom, or

terms of threats to democracy.

do that risk assessment. We know

She’s done research in 25 different

even at home, about the amount of time

that kids, especially adolescents, don’t

countries on these issues, has

that they’re spending online, start a

The foundational and potentially

do the risk assessments in quite the

engaged youth as advocates, parents

conversation about what they’re doing

catastrophic issues so, instead of

same way. Understanding privacy as it

and families and she has a set of

online, what they’ve just seen online,

looking over here, at what might

moves and moves quickly across these

resources that are on there, on a blog.

what they might want to do with you

be happening with kids and mental

digital spaces is going to be one of the

Common Sense Media (https://www.

online. So, open up those conversations

health when we continually find tiny

key things that we need to figure out

commonsensemedia.org/) puts out a

and challenge those knee-jerk

associations and not a lot of evidence,

and figure out fast.

lot of good information on this topic,

assumptions about what the online

targeted for parents and teens. One of

world might mean for our kids. n

These are the big issues.

let’s start to redirect our attention

ETS: Yeah. So, what are the

and focus on what the real threats

kinds of conversations that we need

might be.

to be having in the classroom with

ETS: It seems that many people,
students especially, have lost

students then?
Candice Odgers: I think one of

their sense of privacy. They fail to

the things that we can do is engage

understand, as an example, that when

students more in the conversation. One

they are leaving school and looking

of the things that’s been fascinating

for a job, one of the first things many

about this digital revolution has been

employers will do is a quick online

that young people have developed

search to determine if this is the type

a voice and a set of expertise so

of person they might want within

that you often see young people,

their organisation.

children, teaching their parents and

Candice Odgers: Right, that’s

grandparents. Possibly even teaching

called their digital dossier and one

their teachers about how to use digital

of the critical issues is around not

technology, and not only does that

just what this means for future work

bring in the digital immigrants – people

opportunities, but how children

who grew up at a time before the

understand and consent to their

Internet and before smartphones – but

information being placed online. So,

it provides a sense of competence for

even before they’re born, pictures of

kids that they are the experts, that they

ultrasounds are often posted.

are playing a role in teaching, which
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PREPARING STUDENTS
FOR A FUTURE LINKED
TO SPACE
“

I never knew the moon looks like

demand for knowledge of the night sky

In their immediate future: hypersonic

this,” the elderly lady said as she

and we should expect it to grow.

flight where Sydney to London

peered in the telescope. How

becomes a 2.5 hour trip; space craft

had she lived almost a lifetime and

effective astronomy is in making junior

powered by an ion engine on a six-day

not seen the surface of the moon in a

students comfortable with physics –

round trip to land on the moon to visit

photo, let alone through a telescope?

they see and ‘touch’ it, then understand

a museum constructed at the Apollo

By comparison, today a bright year 12

it. It warms them to science in the

11 landing site of 50 years ago; test

student aspires to study astronomy,

senior school. “Astronomy is the

flights of a British hypersonic plane

then join the Australian Space Agency.

gateway to science” is a motto from

are expected next year; NASA has

the England and Wales school system.

announced a return to the moon in

These are actual events. Our
Macarthur astronomy group is helping

25 | EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Lay astronomers know how

Remarkable changes are occurring

2024 to establish a base there; NASA

these people to enjoy and marvel at the

in air and space propulsion that

plans a multi-nation venture – Australia

night sky. They do show a generational

will engage us all in the near future,

could be a possible partner; MARS is

gap, but also a new student-led

especially the school students of today.

on the agenda for around 2035.
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To contribute to this progress,

professional scientists and engineers.

activity in the Australian space industry

As they let their imaginations delve

is expected to triple from 10,000 jobs

into speculative realms of the future,

to 30,000 by the year 2030 and from

building on their scientific knowledge,

$1 billion to $3 billion in revenue. This

they also indulged in highly creative

matches the growing space industry

story telling. Science fiction no

among all countries.

longer has the ‘pulp fiction’ stigma

There are many aids available to

of the past, but is now mainstream.

assist teachers in this environment,

When exploring writing at school, the

where they present astronomy–space

subject of astronomy may inspire

studies to their students. A selection

creativity, while informing and building

is set out below. Among the aids are

a knowledge of space and the universe

more than 50 amateur astronomy

in a student. To encourage creative

organisations in Australia and local

writing skills, English teachers, using

tourist astronomy services such as in

their students’ basic knowledge of

Alice Springs, Broken Hill and Dubbo.

science and astronomy, could invite

The members enjoy their interest, know

them to imagine ‘what if?’ To build

its many facets and usually like to

on it, develop plots, societies and

share it with others.

characters to populate their imagined

When exploring writing
at school, the subject of
astronomy may inspire
creativity, while informing
and building a knowledge of
space and the universe in
a student.

world. It frees them from the restrictive

Maths and English

bounds of stories in their real world,

What captures the young mind more

allows new elements of un-Earthbound

than ‘strange new worlds’, space

adventure and allows their imaginations

exploration and adventure, and

to soar.

weird alien species? Some of the

Space can make maths exciting.

greatest science fiction writers of

Maths for maths sake can soon lose

the past (and the present) were also

the interest of many young people.

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au
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What use is it? Showing students how

a classroom at a modest cost. It uses

School Excursions

these sources: ABC News Services,

maths can explain, even calculate some

photos of the night sky and light points

Your local lay astronomers are likely

Royal Museums Greenwich, NASA

realistic and ‘cool’ space and planetary

usually represent the stars. Features of

to have scheduled their dark sky

and YouTube.

scenarios will surely engage them.

the night sky can be highlighted with

viewing nights through the year. They

There are calculations they can easily

a laser pointer. A local lay astronomer

might also have public viewing nights.

do themselves with hand calculators or

might have a role here.

Contact them to inquire about what

Moon (https://www.abc.net.au/

might be arranged for your students.

news/2019-07-16/pocket-guide-to-

simple spreadsheets. Simple equations

Some lay astronomers could be

are available that allow a student to

invited to show a class, during day

This could begin with an Internet

calculate, among other things:

school hours, the sun and the moon

search for a local group. Our Macarthur

• the escape velocity of a rocket

• The ABC Pocket Guide to the

the-moon/11260558)
• Royal Museum Greenwich’s

from their playground. A solarscope

astronomy group holds four public

learning resources: they are

from a planet (such as Earth) or a

with its special filters makes the sun,

viewing nights in the winter months. Up

curriculum-linked learning

moon, or a neutron star

with its sunspots and prominences,

to 400 visitors a night attend.

resources designed to work

• the mass of a planet, simply by

safe to view. A normal telescope views

Mentoring senior school students

in the classroom. Search the

knowing the orbital period and

the moon. This would add realism to

in astronomy assignments is a very

learning resources by key stage,

diameter of any one of its moons

a talk given to the class during the

rewarding experience for our members.

subject and resource type. The

same visit.

Some of the students have won

museum also offers free online

science awards and all are enthused

teacher training courses compiled

• the height of orbit above the Earth
of a satellite (or space craft)

A night sky viewing for students

travelling at a given speed (or

and parents by lay astronomers could

by astronomy with its tangible science.

vice versa)

be held in a school’s grounds. This

To accomplish mentoring, a menu

by educators.
• The NASA Goddard Space Flight

could coincide with the study of the

of projects is compiled by a teacher

Center

travel when thrown (or kicked

solar system in the classroom. A

with the astronomers. From this, the

o StarChild is a learning centre

or fired) from the surface of the

teacher would be in charge of the night

students each choose a project that

for young astronomers aged

moon or Mars as compared to

viewing. An added attraction might be

interests them. The three parties work

5–13 to learn about the solar

on Earth. This is basic Newtonian

a sausage sizzle and/or a fee charged

together over several months toward

system, the Milky Way galaxy

mechanics using different values

for the school’s funds. A high school

the students producing scientific

for the local gravity, but it adds a

teacher has done this to fund a science

reports as part of their curriculum work

new dimension when imagined

excursion to a primary school science

AND making brief presentations on

in an exotic world. What teenager

week event.

their findings to a meeting of the club

• how far and high an object would

wouldn’t want to know how far

Another option has students

and the universe beyond
o Imagine the Universe is a bit
more advanced (ages 14 plus)

members. The teacher manages the

Wishing you good dark nights sky

he could hit a cricket ball on

visiting a pre-arranged night sky

students’ work, the astronomers lend

watching. n

the moon?

viewing with an astronomy group,

their astronomy knowledge, guidance

All the equations for these examples

where students achieve certain aims.

and telescopes to the students, and

The Macarthur Astronomical

and others are readily available on

For example, they might identify

the parents (not the teacher) attend

Society has served the region of

the Internet.

the Sea of Tranquility on the moon,

the dark sky viewing nights with

Macarthur on the South West of

certain planets (Saturn is always

their children.

Sydney for more than 20 years.

School Incursions

popular), the Southern Cross, or the

A realistic planetarium is available from

Andromeda galaxy. The next day, an

Online Resource

outreach service to enjoy the night

Sega Toys (https://www.segatoys.

in-class discussion can be held to

There is a plethora of online resources

like its members do. For inquiries and

space/en/public/discs.html) to use in

reinforce the learning objectives.

available, but you are best to stay with

outreach, go to www.macastro.org.au
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GETTING GIRLS INTO

STEM

BY JOHN BIGELOW

At this year’s Global Education and

as their experience of being female

They want to understand why the world

them in careers. A lot of research

Skills Forum in Dubai, I had the good

and often the minority voice in that

around them works, in the same way

shows that girls also tend to think

fortune to interview Emma Russo, a

space. These events now have over

that boys do. But we seem to have this

about careers a lot earlier than boys.

physics teacher and pastoral Head of

120 people attending, and Emma has

problem that they (girls) are not picking

And so we need to give them access to

Year at South Hampstead High School

grown a network of students sharing

these subjects to continue with to

information about careers and people

in London, UK.

opportunities, work experiences

higher education. And that’s a problem

that look and sound like them. Bringing

and science-related activities. She

because, in this modern world, the jobs

people into our schools who have

fellowships, including the Teach for

believes that through championing

that are the future are those that are in

experience in industry, in research,

All European Leadership Scholarship

girls and their further study of physics

technology, coding and engineering.

who can share that experience so girls

and the Oak Foundation ‘Reaching

and engineering and in challenging

These are spaces in which there is

can identify with those people and

All Learners’ Fellowship, and has

gender stereotypes, girls can be

huge demand in terms of jobs. And

their experiences.

been named as one of the Varkey

supported and empowered to make the

this is also where the money is. So,

Foundation’s Top 50 finalists for the

right choices.

we need girls to be able to access

go about getting parents on board

Emma has received a number of

ETS: So how might educators

these successful, high-paying careers

because it seems, based on what

how we met, as I was in Dubai to cover

about teacher development and

and add their voices to the technology

you have observed, that the parental

the event.

training, which is why she created

that’s being developed and integrated

modelling is a large part of what’s

and co-hosts the podcast Education

into our world for the future. So, I think

actually causing the issue? Where

teaching science and especially about

Passport. This is a free podcast

it’s absolutely essential that girls are

does that begin? How can teachers

supporting more girls to follow their

available worldwide which features

part of that.

start focusing on getting parents

passions in physics and engineering.

interviews with teachers from around

Her drive to awaken a love for science

the globe. Sharing their stories and

choosing not to pursue STEM subjects

important issues and areas that kids

among girls extends far beyond her

experiences in the classroom, Emma

in later schooling?

need to be involved in?

classroom. Three years ago, Emma

aims to inspire and support teachers.

Global Teacher Prize 2019, which is

Emma is passionate about

created Girls in Physics – a termly

Emma also feels passionately

ETS: Emma, let me begin by asking

ETS: Why do you believe girls are

Emma Russo: I think unfortunately,

to understand that these are really

Emma Russo: I think it begins with

society, by way of families and parents,

the school promoting the success

event where girls from across London

why, supposedly, is it a challenge to

is failing to provide encouragement

girls have in these subjects with the

are invited with their female parents

get girls into STEM?

to girls. And I’m talking from a UK

aim that parents might begin to think,

context here, but I think this applies to

“well perhaps our daughter should be

or guardians to hear from female

Emma Russo: Firstly, I have to say

researchers or industry professionals

that I believe girls are just as interested

a lot of spaces. I think as educators,

doing science or they should be doing

in physics or engineering. These

and engaged as boys when it comes

we have to get parents on board. We

physics or chemistry”.

role models share their personal

to things like physics and maths. They

have to get them to understand what

and professional journey as well

want to find solutions to problems.

opportunities look like and engage
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ETS: So, does the solution begin
with better communication between the
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school and the parents and highlighting

and how interesting and how diverse

were out there”. If parents become

are just as smart and capable as boys,

the opportunities that are available in

the things that they’re pursuing are. I

engaged in that conversation, then

but one of the biggest differences I see

the workforce and the way that the

think it’s absolutely about highlighting

they’re going to be more supportive

is the encouragement of risk-taking

world is changing? And maybe having

those successes to parents and really

of what their daughters are interested

behaviours. I don’t mean dangerous

more in the way of science prizes in

saying, “your daughter could do this”.

in. Now we’re not talking about

risks. I am referring to the idea that

competitions in schools aimed at girls?

And sometimes it has to be as explicit

trying to make people go into STEM

boys are often taught to give things a

as that.

careers who don’t want to. We’re

go and push through things and tackle

talking about making sure those girls

challenges and that if they make a

Emma Russo: So, I know this
is common in a lot of American

The other thing that I have found

schools, the idea of a science fair.

to be really successful is running

who are really interested and want to

mistake, that is fine. Conversely, young

But I’ve really noticed in a couple

evening events with girls and their

pursue STEM careers feel supported

girls seem to be much more concerned

of schools that if you’re someone

mothers because, as we have

and encouraged.

about getting things right and perfect.

who excels at drama or music or art,

discussed, according to a lot of the

ETS: What about outside of

And I think we see that across a lot

there’s so much opportunity for you

research, mothers have a really big

schools and the home? Do you feel

of things, not just in science, and it

to display your successes and your

influence over their daughters’ choice

that the general media and Hollywood

is holding them back. In science, you

triumphs. And parents are invited

of subjects for higher education. I often

could play more of a role by presenting

have to try and problem solve and you

in. But actually having held science

see mothers come to evening science

more by way of smart, intelligent

keep coming up against things that are

fairs, it is astonishing. Parents are

events with their daughters and, at the

women in great roles that young girls

initially maybe a bit tricky.

delighted when they come and see

beginning of the evening, sit on their

can look at and aspire to and say, I

what their students can do and the

phones, completely disinterested, only

want to be like that?

pride that students can take in their

to have them leave those events saying

work. I think we need to make more

things like, “wow, I wish I’d kept up

need to encourage our girls from a very

focus on the promotion of risk taking

spaces to invite parents in to see what

with studying physics in particular” or

young age to be risk-takers. So far we

and problem solving for both boys

their kids are producing in science

“I didn’t know that those opportunities

have focused on teaching girls they

and girls from a very young age. And
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Emma Russo: Definitely. And we

You have to navigate challenges
and come at problems from lots of
different angles. There has to be a
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then in schools we have to not be

maths to study medicine at university.

who are quite weak in the subject

to university levels, we’re going to

afraid of giving girls and boys things

Decisions like this, I believe, change

but still interested. In a mixed-gender

be right back to square one in terms

that they find tricky, and giving them

the perception in a lot of people’s

school, I’d see all those personalities

of creating a huge disparity in the

the opportunity to be challenged and

minds about the usefulness of maths

represented in the boys, but many

earning potential between men and

to stretch themselves and to problem

in terms of real-world application. So,

of the girls would, unfortunately,

women. Is that the case?

solve so that they don’t focus on

lots of girls continue to study maths

not have the confidence to express

Emma Russo: Absolutely. And you

failure. It’s not about failure, it’s about

now so that two years later, when

themselves. They still did very well.

only need to look at historical systems

trying to figure things out.

they are making their choices about

But they lacked the confidence to

to see that our art and our history

ETS: You mentioned during

careers, they are properly equipped.

compete in that space. And I think it’s

contains a mostly male narrative and

your presentation here at the Global

They have those math skills in their

interesting because all types of girls

women have been left out. So, in the

Economic and Skills Forum some

tool bank ready to potentially keep

can enjoy and pursue physics and

things that are being designed for

interesting stats around girls dropping

studying it. This policy seems to have

you see that. But the spaces don’t

our future, if women’s voices are not

out of the sciences around sort of 16

also changed the perception of maths

necessarily allow for it.

part of that, then I think it’s absolutely

or thereabouts. Can you elaborate a

in the mind of the nation and parents,

little bit more on that and what you’re

who now feel that this is a useful thing

saying that if we look at a female

all people. I think that you need people

seeing and why?

to study.

school versus a co-ed school,

of all types, and their experiences,

we see more girls in an all-female

to be included in the things that we

Emma Russo: In the UK,

In the UK context, I also think

ETS: That’s interesting. Are you

devastating. And I think it’s terrible for

statistically, girls aged 16 outperform

there are some challenges around

school going on into the sciences

create. And in terms of that gender

boys in GCSE (General Certificate

when students are allowed to drop

in higher year levels than we do in

pay gap, it’s going to massively widen

of Secondary Education) exams.

subjects. In the UK, we seem to cut

a co-ed school? Or are the number

with, as you say, those technology

After that, we have Advanced level

down subject choice very early in

of girls dropping physics in senior

industries being the future.

qualifications (known as A levels),

comparison to what I have seen in

year levels pretty much the same in

which are subject-based qualifications

other education systems. Having

both environments?

that can lead to university, further

been to Sweden, where you can keep

study, training or work. You can

studying a whole range of subjects, it

of female students continuing to

this to say, here’s a couple of basic

normally study three or more A levels

seems like the subjects you choose

study physics beyond A levels is

things that we believe you can do

over two years. They’re usually

in school have less impact on which

significantly higher in an all-girl

in your school to try and balance

assessed by a series of examinations.

university course you can get into

environment. There is a lot of research

out this gender inequality, both for

With regard to female students in the

because they have a much broader

conducted by the Institute of Physics

school leaders and school teachers,

UK, the numbers of female students

education base. Whereas it’s very

in London, and they have not just

what would be your top three or

sitting STEM-based subjects at A

narrow in the UK. You have to study X

been looking at science actually, but

four suggestions?

level are incredibly low. So, a lot of

subject to do Y university. So, I think

they have been looking at subjects

schools don’t even enter a single

there are a lot of challenges within

where there’s a large gender disparity.

foremost you have to advocate and

girl. Something like 70 percent of

our system, the way it is structured

So that includes science, but it also

support wider national gender-equality

schools in England two years ago did

and the impact that has on reducing

includes things like English Literature,

initiatives. I think that’s absolutely

not enter a girl for A level. There are

opportunities for girls to keep going

where the gender divide appears to

essential because that is what’s going

schools who then entered one or two.

with a subject like physics.

run in the opposite direction. What

to bring long-term change. I think

we see in the data is that in an

with the girls that you teach now,

But the numbers are incredibly low.

However, in saying that, when you

Emma Russo: No, the number

ETS: So, in closing, if we were to
condense this information down to a
few key points for teachers reading

Emma Russo: I think first and

When you get to university, for about

move students into a single-gender

all-girl environment, female students

who you are trying to support in the

30 years, the percentage of female

environment, many of those things

are significantly more likely to

current environment, you have to be

undergraduates studying physics at

we just spoke about no longer seem

continue studying physics through to

engaging them by providing them

university in the UK has remained

to apply. There’s some research from

university levels.

with opportunities to meet people

about 22 percent. There’s been loads

King’s College London that says that

ETS: It’s interesting because

who look and sound like them and

of initiatives.

the girls who do persist with physics

we’re living in a world now where the

who have experience in research

beyond their A levels have to be

workforce is changing dramatically

and industry who can talk to them

and women wants more girls in this

excellent, much better than average in

and a lot of the opportunities starting

about the realities of their experiences

field, but it hasn’t been changing. And

order to push through and succeed.

to emerge will be in fields like

so they can identify with them. You

so that’s a real challenge. Whereas

However, in my current all-girls’

robotics, cybersecurity, mechatronics,

need to bring parents in and make

you look at a subject like maths in

school, I have a whole class of girls

coding and, I imagine, space

them part of the process and you

the UK, where there was a similar

studying for A level physics and they

exploration, including all sorts of

need to promote what they are doing

statistic about 30 years ago, but that

have a whole range of personality

things that are going to be heavily,

successfully. You need to say, here

percentage gender balance has shifted

and confidence. So, I have some who

heavily STEM dependent. So, it would

are some careers that your girl would

now to about 45 percent female. This

are just kind of middle of the road,

seem that if we don’t get better at

be outstanding at. Here are the

shift could also in part be due to the

have some who are very confident.

encouraging girls to stick with STEM-

financial opportunities, and engage

fact that, in the UK, you have to study

Sometimes you have some students

based subjects all the way through

them in the dialogue. n

Everyone who works with men
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LIFE ON OTHER
PLANETS
BY MICHELLE WARING
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Recently, we were given the opportunity by One Giant Leap

great to give students the opportunities to come up with

Australia Foundation to spend a day with internationally

the questions, make hypotheses, collect samples such as

renowned astrobiologist Mike Malaska (National Aeronautics

rock and soil and test their thinking. A simple geological

and Space Administration [NASA] Jet Propulsion Lab [JPL])

app on a device could then assist with further clarification

on a private, small group field study tour to learn about the

or confirmation of understandings. Some farmers already

possibility of life in outer space, especially looking at Saturn’s

employ geologists to map out the resources on their land

moon Titan, and Mars. The location was a cave system at

to better manage and utilise their natural environment. This

Yarrangobilly in the New South Wales Kosciuszko National

would be equally important if we were to travel and colonise

Park. At first glance, there seemed to be no direct relationship

other planets in space.

in the ideas whatsoever. However, after spending the day with

develop technology that can study the possibility of life on

views on the importance of creating inquiring young minds

other planets and moons. The InSight lander and Curiosity

were strengthened and validated.

rover on Mars are already collecting and analysing rocks

As a K–6 teacher, I have always sought opportunities to

and soil samples on the Martian surface and in underground

inspire and engage my students through the inquiry process

caves to gain a better understanding of what the planet was

and the use of real-world problems. Open-ended questioning,

like in the past and whether the planet could sustain life in

critical thinking and experimentation play important roles in

the future.

helping students think outside the box and adapt to change in
a fast-paced and ever evolving society.
In the past, I found the teaching of geology somewhat

Upon entering the vast cave system at Yarrangobilly,
I was in awe of the rich colours of red and grey in the
rock formations. A mixture of iron and limestone formed

challenging. Most of my ideas were limited to creating

intricate details around the southern and northern Glory

models of volcanoes and learning about the earth’s tectonic

Cave. We carefully navigated our way through the

plates. I mean, how could the mere study of rocks and

large mouth into a narrow tunnel system, our low-lit

soil be linked with the future of space exploration and the

torches held carefully in front to gather perspective of

possibility of life on other planets? Furthermore, how could

our surroundings.

the study of cave systems on Earth possibly help students

As we encountered a large opening, an immense

become problem solvers of the future and develop a greater

spectacle of stalactites, helictites and stalagmites

understanding of life in outer space? A day at Yarrangobilly

hung precariously, looking both beautiful and lifeless.

Caves, observing the scientific process conducted by Mike,

It was known as the Queen’s chamber. It certainly was

opened my eyes to opportunities we could be giving our

breathtaking; however, at first glance, one would think that

students to explore their natural environment through inquiry

cave systems are devoid of any life form. Mike promptly

processes and science, technology, engineering and maths

produced a small torch from his backpack. It contained an

(STEM) education.

ultraviolet (UV) light which he shone at a stalactite that had

The slow traverse down to the cave system with Mike

caught his attention. A small soda straw, created from the

and a guide from National Parks and Wildlife was both

dissolving of calcium carbonate, protruded from its centre.

insightful and engaging. I had decided to bring my 13-year-

Unusual patterns formed around the limestone. The rock

old son along to gauge the level of interest and understanding

appeared to glow a green and purple iridescent colour, as

from a child’s perspective. Lachlan was already excited by

if it was alive or perhaps from a science fiction movie. My

the prospect of meeting a person from NASA JPL and whose

son’s reaction was one of wonder and confusion. How

job was to study the probability of life in outer space.

could rocks be alive? Mike revealed how micro-organisms

On our journey down to the caves, it was fascinating

are more active when exposed to UV light. The conditions

to see Mike absorbing the environment around him. He

created by the crystallisation of limestone made it excellent

readily asked questions about outcrops of Australian plant

for the harbouring of microscopic life. He encouraged

life protruding from rock formations, encouraged Lachlan

Lachlan to think further, by posing questions about the

to make inferences through questioning and then briefly

unusual pattern formations on the rock surface and

stopping to analyse unusual rock formations. In true scientific

discussing why they may have been formed in this way.

method, he was already making connections and developing

Mike then urged my son to predict where the organisms

his own hypothesis on how the environment may have been

may move to next.

formed millions of years ago.
With the use of a simple geological mapping app on his

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

Mike revealed NASA JPL were using this knowledge to

Mike, my perception changed, my confidence grew and my

Mike, an expert on Saturn’s moon Titan, was eager
to discuss how important it was to learn about living

phone, Mike regularly checked his theories. My immediate

systems and micro-organisms on Earth and the role of an

thinking was, “How often do I give my students time to just

astrobiologist. Through the knowledge gained from studies

be immersed in what they see around them?” Just taking

on Earth, we could better understand how life could

a simple walk around their school, local area or park and

be supported on other planets or solar systems. If we

looking beyond the infrastructure in front them. It would be

could predict the behaviours of certain micro-organisms,
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we may be able to find essential

them to predict, experiment and

Giant Leap Australia Foundation for

place in the classroom. The students

resources needed for survival. Who

solve problems. Developing inquiring,

this life-changing opportunity.

then used small UV torches to track the

knows, below Titan’s icy shell, an

creative minds helps students

ocean of methane gas could possibly

prepare for jobs of the future.
Lachlan’s feedback from the

level of micro-organism activity over

Classroom Transfer

several days. The class drew images,

This led me to the question, “How

created hypotheses, discussed the

Yarrangobilly Cave adventure was, “It

could living things survive without

results and made further predictions.

was an awesome experience. I learnt

light?” Was there a way I could

To further the class’ imagination

us alongside a small underground

so much about the creation of caves

replicate or demonstrate this in

and creativity, I encouraged students

stream. Mike encouraged Lachlan to

and how this relates to Saturn’s

the classroom? Since my trip to

to design robot prototypes that could

test the water temperature and PH

moon Titan. I enjoyed the hands-

Yarrangobilly Caves, I have used this

drive on Titan’s icy surface, penetrate

using a small digital meter he had

on experience. I never knew the

type of questioning with a Year 4 class

its frozen crust and take readings of the

brought with him. We made several

importance of astrobiology to space

and was amazed by their creative

ocean below. Mike will teleconference

stops along our walk before making

exploration and would like to do a job

responses. One group suggested

into my classroom and further fuel

predictions about the next readings.

like this in the future.”

using aluminium foil to wrap objects

students’ ideas and STEM activities in

and another wanted to create small

the not-too-distant future. n

harbour alien lifeforms yet to
be discovered.
The last part of our journey took

As we headed up the narrow

While the walk through the caves

stairwell to depart the caves, I

was only a few hours, it has certainly

models out of plasticine to replicate the

realised the importance of asking

left a lasting and positive impression

conditions of a cave environment. The

students deep questions, getting

on us. We are so grateful to the One

prototypes were then stored in a dark
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Michelle Waring is a K–6 primary
school teacher in New South Wales.
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SHOW ME A VIDEO

BY ROBIN ORR AND SHELLEY KINASH
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I remember my first video lecture

video is to be used for. Is the video

a resource on ocean ecosystems.

duration, longer than 15–20 minutes for

clearly. The teacher came into the

a revision of a presented session?

However, people walking across the

example, consider splitting the session

classroom to present a session

Is it intended to enrich a given

beach, surfers on the waves and the

into small chunks. This would allow

on nutrition. The video was of

session? Is it for students to watch

white noise of the beach waves and

the student to download (or buffer)

another teacher standing in front of

at home or in class? Is it a dedicated

seagulls may become a distraction. As

and watch one video while another is

a whiteboard presenting a session

stand-alone resource? Each of these

such, locations should be considered

downloading. In the classroom, this

with the occasional student head

considerations comes with its own

in regard to potential distractions (such

break can be used to re-engage with

bobbing around at the bottom of

challenges and requirements. If the

as people walking along a footpath)

the students. Students could be given

the screen. With the technological

video is for revision, the production

which may be avoided by taking the

the opportunity to ask questions on

advances pouring into the educational

could be relatively short, focusing

time to consider optimal camera

what they have seen so far rather than

environment, my first thought was,

on key points as opposed to a video

angle. Even within a classroom there

waiting for a protracted period where

‘how was this any different from

recording of the same session students

are considerations and the room may

the context of the question is forgotten.

a typical lecture?’ With cascading

have already attended. Whereas if the

need to be reconfigured for optimal

Another consideration when preparing

technological advancements and

video is a stand-alone presentation,

quality. For example, another electronic

the video file is the type of file to be

the availability of multimedia in

the topic may need to be covered in

screen in the background may add a

created. There are a variety of file types

classrooms, there are now plenty of

more depth, with opportunities taken to

constant flicker and need to be moved

available and they all have their own

opportunities to optimise learning

enrich the environment through actively

or switched off. If using a whiteboard,

benefits and detractors. However, failing

through multimedia and, as such,

increasing student engagement.

some marker colours would be difficult

to have a dedicated IT department

to see and the whiteboard itself may

to consult, use files that are well

video education sessions should be

When it comes to the practicalities

more than just a recorded video of a

of the session to be filmed, there are

reflect the overhead lighting and create

recognised and generally do not require

standard classroom lecture.

likewise multiple considerations; from

a light halo.

additional codecs or software to run

what to wear (horizontal stripped

Apart from the practicalities of the

(for example avi, flv, wmv and mp4).

The Basics

clothing being notorious for creating

session, there are some media-specific

If a video is being prepared as a

flickering distraction) to location. The

considerations to take note of; perhaps

the session (as a video session),

teaching resource then (just like for

use of location can be a valuable

the most important of which is file size.

and ensure aspects like the reason

any other lesson), dedicated planning

tool if applied properly. For example,

Larger files are slower to download

for the video, the practicalities of the

(specifically for a video educational

filming a video on a local beach with

and may take up too much space on

session and the length of the sessions

lesson) needs to take place. A key

the sun and surf in the background

the user’s system. As such, if the

and potential file sizes and types

initial step is to consider what the

may provide a fantastic backdrop for

session is intended to be one of notable

are considered.

In essence, take time to plan for

| NEXT STEP

“In essence, take time to plan
for the session (as a video
session), and ensure aspects
like the reason for the video,
the practicalities of the session
and the length of the sessions
and potential file sizes and
types are considered.”

Engaging the Student

mean in a given context. What scent

muscles perform?’ One potential

that would be most applicable to their

With adequate preparation and

would you use to describe the colour

benefit from this approach would be

audiences. Considering this, there are

consideration of the basics, the

blue to someone who had been blind

to provide figurative ‘sandwiches’

a multitude of ideas available, such

educator can move on to the fun

from birth?

whereby students are asked a question

as quick quizzes done in the form of

(or series of questions) to assess

a game show or ‘choose your own

part – engaging students. With

Knowledge checks are micro-

creative thinking, there are multiple

revision points along the video

their initial knowledge on a topic,

adventure’ where students can choose

strategies that can be used to

presentation that can be used to check

then watch the video presentation

the means in which they wish to

engage the student, from ‘pause for

that the student is still engaged and

before answering the same questions.

explore a subtopic – How would you

thought’ and ‘knowledge checks’ to

has been paying attention. Before

The student can then be guided

like to explore gravity, as a spaceship,

quick quizzes and ‘choose your own

progressing beyond a given topic,

into comparing pre- and post-video

a dinosaur or a dancer?

adventure’ ideas.

students could be asked to answer

question answers to discover what

a progressive series of questions

they learnt from the session. Of course,

Pitfalls to Teaching via Video

of the educational puzzle; the magical

that confirm their knowledge so far

the knowledge checks could also be

Before rushing ahead with exuberance

‘what is in it for me?’ On this basis,

and then lead into the next topic.

quicker and simpler – following the

to create a series of video sessions,

video presentations can be designed

For example, following a discussion

above muscles of the thigh topic,

potential pitfalls should be discussed.

to purposefully direct self-reflection

on the muscles of the thigh, tables,

the teacher would quickly confirm

One notable pitfall is the loss of

moments. After a point is made (for

pictures and text could be provided

knowledge by asking, “What muscle

direct student contact and therefore

example, scents can be used as a

asking the student what muscles are

was this again?” when showing a

engaging with the student can become

form of communication) an icon of

displayed or are missing from a list.

picture of a footballer kicking a ball

a greater challenge. Some educators

a question mark can appear with a

A following question could then focus

before using that same picture to

have experienced decreased student

60-second countdown timer. The

on movements the student thinks

discuss the muscles in action.

attendance when content videos are

student is then asked to ‘pause for

these muscles may perform in a given

thought’ and reflect on what a given

sport, thus leading into the next topic

creativity will be the key and teachers

interaction and engagement. While there

statement, question or fact would

being ‘What movements do these

should try and capture the interests

is always the capability to have funny

Self-reflection is an important piece
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Of course, engaging the students’

provided, thus reducing student–educator
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embedded videos, snappy quips and

with the video becoming a backup

clearly visible (and readable if

presentation, and avoid the dreaded

amazingly detailed photographs, another

if the student does not understand

required) on a typical computer

‘death by PowerPoint’.

key consideration is how to engage the

the session or, if the video is to be

or laptop screen. Remember

student in the learning process when

watched in the student’s own time, it

some multimedia screens are not

Conclusion

watching a video. Teachers cannot see

is not considered as part of the daily

very large.

With these potential pitfalls

or hear key cues that they are attuned to

curriculum work load. As such, care

When using a PowerPoint:

acknowledged, video sessions can

during face-to-face teaching sessions,

should be taken to consider the video,

• It is preferable to record the

and should be carefully prepared to

like a puzzled look or student falling

whether provided during program time

PowerPoint presentation separately

minimise any educational opportunities

asleep. There are also other potential

or personal time, as part of the entire

(using production software) rather

lost through this medium whilst seizing

losses to video sessions, whether they

educational package for a given topic.

than have it in the background.

the exciting and engaging opportunities

This will reduce background flicker

that can be gained. When prepared
with care, video presentations can
be so much more than just another

are to a group or for the individual to

Some Production Tips

but, more importantly, allow for a

teacher and student/s provides a barrier

When creating the video:

clearer image of the presentation.

to questions and, more importantly,

• Where possible, use video

watch at home. The separation from the

• Text (and text in tables) needs to be

session and, if they are to form part of

informal learning. Consider a live student

production software (like Camtasia)

large and clear sans serif fonts (for

asking a question. Other students hear

as this will allow for the ability to

example, Tahoma, Arial).

that same question, see a potential

edit but, more importantly, enhance

different view of the information,

(a well-timed arrow highlighting a

much information and design to

Director, Advancement of Learning

consolidate their own knowledge when

key point in a photo, for example)

supplement (rather than replace)

and Teaching at the University of

hearing the teacher answer or gain new

the presentation.

what is being heard. Avoid reading

Southern Queensland.

knowledge when the approach or answer
was not one previously considered.
Another potential trap is to use
video sessions to provide more work,

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

• Check-your-six to see what is
behind you (or may move behind
you) when filming.
• Check props to see if they are

• Avoid overloading a slide with too

the PowerPoint presentation line
for line.
• Use the PowerPoint as a tool, but
not the only tool to enhance the

a teaching repertoire, they should be. n
Professor Shelley Kinash is the

Dr Robin Orr is an Associate
Professor with the Faculty of
Health Science and Medicine at
Bond University.
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NETWORK
LEADERSHIP
BY CAMERON PATERSON

The basis of this article is a statement

technology, they are about connecting

power, violating organisational borders

into more effective networks that can

made by Harvard Professor Richard

and collaborating.

and confines. Successful organisations

rapidly mobilise, spotlight new learning

of the future are likely to have a more

and bring it to action?

Elmore in 2011. He claimed, “The

A paradigm shift is occurring

future of schools lies in networks

in the way in which people are

adaptive, teaming network, which

rather than hierarchies, in lateral rather

connected, moving from hierarchically

depends on the power of peer-to-peer

than vertical organisations. Networks

arranged groups to diverse social

relationships. While there is still a

Leading Networks in
Education?

cannot be managed the same way

networks (Wellman, n.d.). As global

need for “stability, predictability and

• Are educators explicitly teaching

that hierarchies are managed. Social

interconnections and complexities

order, organisations now also need the

people to work in teams?

networking is a different way of

increase, hierarchies are being

flexibility, adaptability and innovative

Teams now proliferate across

organising.”

supplanted by more lateral interactions.

culture to prepare for uncertain

domains previously dominated

Hierarchies require unity and

and unpredictable futures” (Hasan

by commands. The strongest

coordination, whereas networks require

& Kazlaukas, 2014). More nimble,

influence on teacher professional

diversity and autonomy.

network-like structures are the key

practice is advice from colleagues,

to succeeding in the face of today’s

and teachers get better by working

The What and Why of
Networks
Alcoholics Anonymous is a network,

Today’s fast and exponentially

Get Up is a network, the Men’s Shed

growing information currents “are like

fast-moving, volatile environment

in teams on teaching issues.

is a network, ISIS is a network,

electronic grains of sand, eroding the

and helping schools move on from

However, norms of autonomy and

TeachMeets are a network, even trees

pillars” of rigid hierarchies and top-

the linearity of education’s outdated

privacy are entrenched among

have social networks (McGrane,

down leadership (Husband, n.d.). New

practices and processes. What sort

teachers and the isolation of

2016). Networks are not just about

connections distribute information and

of design is needed to turn schools

cellular classrooms discourages
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“Networks are not just about technology, they are
about connecting and collaborating.”
professional interdependence.

‘boundary-spanning relationships’

the profession to be active agents

inhibited by their beliefs about what

Teachers cannot become better

have richer access to information

in their own contexts and the wider

is practical in an antiquated institution

teachers in isolation from

and resources, and greater creative

education landscape.

that pays disproportionate attention to

each other. Deeply embedded

capability than those with a more

• Are educators embracing

practices entrenched in an industrial,

structures have to be challenged

insular network structure. These

complexity? Unpredictability is

colonialist society. As he so eloquently

and teaching must become

‘border crossers’ who can access

incompatible with reductionist

states, “Learned helplessness in the

infused with a genuinely collegial,

a diversity of networks are able to

administrative models. Many of

face of this dysfunction is the disease of

collaborative ethos.

introduce new ideas, knowledge

today’s biggest challenges come

a dying institution” (Elmore, 2016).

and practices that can lead broad-

from complex ‘wicked problems’

intentional about informal

based change. Howard Gardner

that are ill-defined and sometimes

pipeline metaphor to an incredibly

learning? “Workers learn more

refers to searchlight intelligence.

impossible to solve. Complicated

diverse web of outside networks

in the coffee room than in the

That is, the capacity to connect

problems require a hierarchy,

and knowledge is becoming literally

classroom. They discover how

dots between people and ideas

whereas complex problems need

inseparable from the network that

to do their jobs through informal

where others see no conceivable

a more networked response. For

enables it. Reminiscent of Ivan Illich’s

learning: talking, observing others,

link. The recent US election has

example, when a fire crew arrives

(1971) learning webs, knowledge is

trial-and-error, and simply working

made clear the importance of

at a house fire and they are faced

now distributed across networks of

with people in the know (Cross,

being aware of filter bubbles,

with a standard fire, they use

connections, and learning consists

2007). Eighty percent of learning

the personal, unique universe

standard good practice. When they

of immersing oneself in networks by

is informal and it is often left to

of information that one lives in

arrive at a house fire and face a

creating and sharing.

chance. Recognise the degree of

online. People need to consciously

fire behaving unpredictably, in a

The change is less about new

dependence on informal networks.

connect with people whose views

manner they have not witnessed

technology than it is about internal

they profoundly disagree with.

before, a more networked response

architecture and culture, and somehow

is required. Complicated problems

these hard-to-control networks contain

• Are educators becoming more

• Are educators designing for
flexibility and responsiveness?

• Are educators devolving

Education is moving from a narrow

Schools were not constructed to

decision making? Teachers need

are solved with good practice,

the seeds of a dynamic solution. The

be fast and agile, and they were not

to be released from Stockholm

complex problems are solved with

future of learning lies in networks,

designed for an environment where

syndrome. The military now

emergent practices (Wilson, 2016).

and networks require a new form of

change has become the norm.

uses the term Strategic Corporal,

While businesses are learning to

leadership, prioritising peer-to-peer

John Kotter advocates introducing

which is the notion that leadership

balance short-term profitability with

relationships to build creative capacity.

a second, more organic, agile,

in complex, rapidly evolving

long-term sustainability, educators

network-like structure that operates

environments devolves lower and

are still coming to terms with the

the role schools play in this, is rapidly

in concert with the hierarchy

lower down the chain of command

fact that implementation and best

changing. It is a wonderful time to be an

(which is still needed for reliability

to more effectively incorporate

practice is something done when

educator. n

and efficiency) to create what he

the latest on-the-ground data

one knows what to do; learning is

calls a “dual operating system”.

into decision making. Too much

what is done when one does not

“The successful organisation of the

education reform remains top-

know what to do.

future will have two organisational

down, imposed on schools without

structures: a Hierarchy, and a more

drawing on or supporting the

narrative, a compelling case for

for the strategic leadership of

teaming, egalitarian, and adaptive

development of capacities within

change? Educators have much

learning and teaching, innovation and

Network” (Kotter, 2014). This new

the system. It is necessary to shift

to learn from the principles of

promoting excellence in teaching

network structure is dynamic:

the narrative and reform from the

successful social organising.

practice at Shore School in Sydney,

initiatives merge and disperse

bottom up. Jelmer Evers and Renee

Leading is not done by sitting in

Australia. He has taught high school

as required with contributions

Kneyber (2016) argue that flipping

front of a computer and leadership

History for more than two decades.

from all parts of the organisation,

the system places teachers where

cannot be tweeted into existence.

Cameron is a faculty member at

liberating information from silos

they need to be – at the steering

Movements begin with a narrative;

Harvard’s Project Zero Classroom

and the hierarchy.

wheel of educational systems

humans are hard-wired to

and an online coach for Project Zero

worldwide. Leaders enable teacher

tell stories.

courses. In 2015, he was a top 50

• Are educators fostering diverse

• Are educators crafting a

What it means to be educated, and

For a full list of references, email
info@interactivemediasolutions.com.au
Cameron Paterson is responsible

connections? People who link or

voices to be heard, rather than

bridge otherwise distinct groups

drowned out by outsider ‘experts’

Conclusion

and in 2016, he received the 21st

and those who possess the

or government rhetoric. Leaders

Richard Elmore now warns that people’s

Century International Global Innovation

capacity to initiate and maintain

galvanise and embolden those in

conceptions of what is possible are

Award for Teaching.
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MODERN
LEARNING

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
BY GRANT JONES

Teachers need to stop using the phrase 21st century learner when referring to students in their classes and start referring to
them as modern learners. Delivery of information needs to occur using future-focused learning skills. Many teachers have had
the thought that technology is what makes a classroom a modern learning space. Using Microsoft Office applications to publish
work is not delivering high-quality education. Technology enhances classrooms. Modern learning principles do not specifically
say ‘technology’, but to be successful and competent in them, technology has to be an integral part. For students to be ready
for the careers of the future, with some jobs not even conceived yet, teachers need to give them every opportunity to be
exposed to and consolidate modern learning strategies. Before teachers have students undertake these work habits and skills,
they need to both understand and actually practise what they preach.
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Collaboration

to analyse how others live within

innovative, only then can they expect

I do premise some activities with

Students are born collaborators without

society and then develop empathy.

their students to be innovative in their

questions for thought such as, ‘Where

even knowing it. When they play in the

The notion of critical thinking allows

learning. In its truest sense, innovation

would I learn best?’, ‘Is the person next

playground in a group, they create new

students to think about ideas and

is defined as a new idea, device or

to me the best person to sit next to?’

ideas and work together to achieve

content in certain ways so as to arrive

method. Using this definition, teachers

Gone are the days in my class where

a combined outcome. Collaborative

at the best possible solution in the

can take the approach that, once the

students remark, ‘Someone is sitting

and collaborate are the buzz words

circumstances that the thinker is aware

effective integration of technology into

in my seat!’ as there are no designated

that are being used in education these

of. As students gain competencies in

their lessons occurs, they can start to

spots. Empowering students to make

days but, in some regards, they are

this style of thinking, they will begin

become more innovative.

choices as to where they complete

not being used in their truest capacity.

to understand links between ideas,

There have been many times in both

identify relevance of ideas and become

teachers must aim their lessons

table or even on a cushion on the

classrooms as well as staff meetings

more reflective in their thoughts and

towards the Augmentation (A) and

floor, gives students the ability to take

where collaboration is occurring, but it

ideas. By using quality, open-ended

Redefinition (R) when using technology

ownership of their learning.

is always driven by one or two people.

questioning, students will be able to

integration. This will bring innovation

To successfully collaborate with

critically think and analyse problems

into the classroom. Handing discovery

Digital School conference recently in

someone or a group of people, all

and come to a more educated and

over to students will empower them

Melbourne, all the keynote speakers

stakeholders need to be invested in

justified outcome. Creative and critical

to create and be innovative with

empowered the delegates to hand

the task and all actively contributing to

thinking are invaluable skills that will

technology. Students crave the

over the discovery and active learning

the task. Collaborative learning sees

definitely equip students for their

opportunity to explore and produce

to the students and watch them

all students and sometimes teachers

future career.

innovative products. This falls into the

flourish. By handing over the ‘power’

Redefinition part of the SMAR model

to students to discover, they become

as they are creating something that

more independent, more motivated and

participants are contributing equally

Effective Oral and
Communication Skills

was before inconceivable. This stems

more active in their learning. This will

to achieve a combined outcome.

For students to be competent in these

back to the definition of innovation

allow students to develop key modern

Teachers need to give students ample

modern learning skills, teachers have

– students have created a new idea,

learning skills that will equip them for

opportunities to work and consolidate

to look beyond the notion of ‘public

device or method.

the careers of the future. Ian Jukes and

in a collaborative fashion, as working

speaking’ and ‘writing with a pen’.

with others will be a crucial aspect of

To have effective oral skills, not only

nurture students to be innovative

need to teach using a split screen. On

their lives.

do students need to be confident in

learners, as this skill will once again

the left hand side, put all the essential

speaking in front of an audience, they

equip them for the careers of the future.

content that has to be covered and

Creative and Critical
thinking

also need to gain skills to verbally ask

Without innovators, many technologies

then list the modern learning skills that

effective questions, critically reflect

and what most people take for granted

the students will be working towards

Teachers are always asking students

on their own work as well as others,

today may not exist.

on the right hand side. If teachers

to produce work that is creative and

take on criticisms from others and

imaginative, but they still pull out the

self-reflect. Students now have the

Learning Spaces

future focused, they are always giving

same units of work with the same old

opportunity to communicate using

The learning environments need to be

students the best learning possible. n

resources each year. Teachers need

a vast array of avenues, including

set up with modern learning principles

to challenge themselves to teach

visual presentations, multi-modal

in mind, as the space can either allow

differently and always deliver their

presentations, online blogs, Skype,

students to flourish or be squashed

Teacher and Professional Development

content creatively. If teachers model

emails and a multitude of apps.

out. If teachers want students to be

Facilitator

this, students will in turn start to bring

Teachers need to equip students with

collaborative, the classroom needs to

creativity as well. Teachers need to

skills that allow them to use these

be designed with that in mind, without

harbour a safe learning environment

communication tools to their highest

the same old rows. Students also need

where students have the ability to

potential and educate students to use

to be given more choice as to where

be creative.

them correctly and safely to become

they will sit and complete their work.

confident digital citizens.

Instead of assigning a designated

actively participating in meaningful
discussions and projects where all

Creative thinking also encompasses
more than just aesthetics; it also looks

Looking at the SMAR model,

Teachers need to support and

After attending the Leading a

Ted McCain have stated that teachers

keep the mindset that classrooms are

Grant Jones is a Technology

position for students to complete all

at different ways of thinking, such as

Innovation

tasks, hand ownership to students

the Six Thinking Hats, lateral thinking

Innovation is another buzz word that

and get them to choose where they

and change perspectives. Changing

is used throughout education. To be

want to work. This does take a fair

perspectives is a powerful attribute

truly innovative in the classroom,

amount of training, but if teachers

to have as it encourages constructive

teachers must look beyond what they

set up expectations, then students

criticism both in giving and receiving.

already do and challenge themselves

will become self-driven and make

The notion of ‘putting yourself in

to implement great future ideas into

appropriate choices. This has worked

someone else’s shoes’ allows students

their practice. Once teachers become

extremely effectively in my classroom.
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FROM NASA
TO EXPLODING
PAINT TINS!
BY SYLVIA SISKAMANIS

At Stuart Park Primary School,

visitors and some awesome shows,

slideshow and spoke about her work

we believe that all students need

science has really taken centre stage!

and the continued investigations of our
nearest neighbour. The students asked

an understanding of science to

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

make sense of their world; to make

NASA Visits Stuart Park

very insightful questions and Rachel

decisions about themselves, the

The news spread like wildfire. The

answered all of them enthusiastically.

environment and society; and to

National Aeronautics and Space

The children were in awe of Rachel’s

engage with an increasingly scientific

Administration (NASA) was coming to

stories and experiences.

and technological world. In essence,

Stuart Park Primary School! There was

we aim to provide the foundations for

excitement in the air as the students

offered our school another visit

our students to become scientifically

related their enthusiasm to one another.

from NASA scientists. This time the

literate. Our science program, taught

Thanks to One Giant Leap, our students

students were treated to not one but

by specialist teachers, nurtures

were treated to two visits by NASA

three NASA scientists. Once again, our

the students’ sense of wonder and

scientists. The first visit was from

students were transformed to outer

develops their passion for discovering

Rachel Zimmerman Brachman from

space, immersed in a galaxy of space

how the world works. Our science

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. I was

stations, rovers and explorations.

program runs throughout the year;

extremely excited and wore my special

What a joyride it was for the students

however; in term three, the profile

NASA t-shirt in honour of Rachel’s

and teachers. One student stated, “I

of science becomes elevated thanks

visit. Rachel spoke to over 100 of our

liked how they showed what their first

to National Science Week. This year,

students about NASA and the study

rover looked like and their biggest one

with the inclusion of some high-profile

of Mars. She showed the children a

which was the size of a truck.” Another

Two days later, One Giant Leap
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National Science Week

guessed it. I present a science show

I love teaching science. We are

all the things they have made, the

National Science Week was two

to the whole school community. This

surrounded by technology and the

missions and all of the things they are

weeks after our NASA visits. This

idea began six years ago when I

products of science every day. Public

going to do.” I personally was spoilt

event has become bigger than Ben-

simply wanted to inform the students

policy decisions that affect every

by the NASA team as they gave me a

Hur at Stuart Park Primary School.

at a whole-school assembly that it

aspect of our lives are based on

signed lab coat to keep.

Admittingly, it is a stressful week for

was National Science Week. I decided

scientific data. And, of course, the

me, but definitely my favourite week

to do that with the aid of the Diet

intricate and complex natural world

on the students is immense. Guest

of the school year. I celebrate National

Coke and Mentos experiment. To my

that surrounds us illustrates endless

speakers can more readily utilise

Science Week in two ways. Firstly, I

amazement, the children loved it.

scientific concepts. As children grow

techniques that are engaging and

abandon my regular science program

In fact, they were asking for more.

up in an increasingly technologically

sometimes more interactive, since

and bring to each of my classes a

More experiments and more tricks.

and scientifically advanced world,

they are a one-time event. Also, the

special lesson aimed at highlighting

The following year, I presented three

they need to be scientifically literate

teacher is able to tap into a source

National Science Week. We do this

experiments on stage and now, each

to succeed. Ideally, teaching the

that has more highly developed

by exploring the theme, its impact

year, I present a 25-minute science

scientific method to students is

knowledge, expertise, or skill in the

and importance to the world around

show to thrill, amaze and delight. It

teaching them how to think, learn,

area of interest. Research indicates

us. This is then followed up with

is a highlight on our school calendar

solve problems and make informed

that small changes in approaches and

some hands-on experiments, made

and draws quite a big crowd. The

decisions. It is my quest to provide

practices to teaching and learning can

with simple resources found around

feedback from students, teachers

my students with tools to succeed

have a great impact on students and

the house. The children are invited

and parents is really overwhelming.

in their future scholastic studies and

how they learn, connect and thrive as

to have a go at the experiments and

I could not think of a better way to

perhaps choose a career in one of

whole persons (Robinson & Kakela,

then replicate them on their own when

highlight National Science Week in

the many fields of science in their

2006). Similarly, a good visit can have

they get home from school. My aim

my school. This year was the biggest

adult life. n

ripple effects that go on for months,

is to foster a love of science and to

show I have ever done. I entertained

sparking further exchanges among

show that everything occurs for a

the audience with exploding paint

students and teachers alike (Berube,

reason and it is science that discovers

tins filled with bicarbonate soda and

certified teacher and is the science

2010). This long-term impact is

these reasons.

student said, “I loved hearing about

The impact that visits like this has

Sylvia Siskamanis is a nationally

vinegar, magic disappearing water

specialist teacher at Stuart Park

exactly what I am trying to achieve in

The big finale of National Science

and a special guest appearance from

Primary School in Darwin. Sylvia’s

my school community – to make the

Week is the presentation of the Super

Albert Einstein! I even wore my NASA

primary role is teaching science to

content part of the real world.

Siskamanis Science Show! Yes, you

lab coat to mark the occasion.

children in middle and upper primary.
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TAKE YOUR STUDENTS ON A

COSMIC
ADVENTURE
WITH NASA’S EYES SOFTWARE
BY RACHEL ZIMMERMAN BRACHMAN
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Do your students love space? Do

go forward in time to see where the

they love robots? How about space

planets will be on a date of your choice

robots? You can inspire your students

or go back in time to see where they

to learn more about the planets by

were in the past.

demonstrating the National Aeronautics

relative sizes and distances of the

Eyes software in your classroom, or

planets because, in order to show

by letting your students explore the

surface details of the planets on a

software themselves.

poster, the smaller planets are usually

NASA’s Eyes software can be

enlarged. With this software, you

downloaded to desktop or laptop

can compare the sizes of planets or

computers (https://eyes.nasa.gov)

spacecraft using the ‘compare size’

– you get NASA’s Eyes on the Earth,

feature. You can measure the distance

NASA’s Eyes on the Solar System and

between different objects and speed

NASA’s Eyes on Exoplanets, all for

up time to see how distances change

free. Download it on one computer to

as time passes. You can also compare

demonstrate it, or on every computer

spacecraft to the size of a scientist, a

in a computer lab so that all of your

school bus, or an American football

students can use it at once.

stadium using the ‘cool tools’ feature.

If you use any mobile devices

Students can use NASA’s Eyes

in your classroom, including laptop

on the Solar System to see all the

computers, iPads, or Chromebooks,

planets, dwarf planets, moons, comets

you can use a simplified online version

and asteroids, as well as the NASA

of NASA’s Eyes on the Solar System

missions that explore these planets. By

at NASA’s Solar System Exploration

including the spacecraft, the students

website (https://solarsystem.nasa.

can learn how we know what we

gov). Click on the animated picture of

know about the planets. These robotic

planets orbiting the sun (the ‘orrery’

explorers are our eyes and ears in

in the top navigation bar) to start

space, giving us close encounters with

the program.

planets that are much too distant or too

The software is very intuitive and
user-friendly and it literally opens

dangerous to send human astronauts.
Click on the planets’ names or

up new worlds for your students to

type in the name of planets, moons, or

explore. An information button lets

spacecraft to see what they look like

you learn just enough about a planet,

up close. Click and drag the mouse to

moon, or spacecraft to be intrigued

spin an object around and see what it

and want to learn more, and there are

looks like from different perspectives.

links to external websites for interested

Click on the light bulb in the lower right

students who want to pursue further

corner of the screen to change the

studies on each planetary topic.

illumination, shining a spotlight on the

If you are showing the software to
your students on a projector screen or
a Smartboard, try to make the room

object or showing how it looks when it
is lit by the sun.
I have been using this software

as dark as possible. This improves the

since its early stages of beta testing,

viewing experience.

and it just keeps getting better and

When you look at still pictures of

educationtechnologysolutions.com.au

It is hard to get a sense of the

and Space Administration’s (NASA’s)

better. I started testing it in 2011, and

the planets, you miss the sense of

new missions and features are added

motion, but with computer visualisation

as funding for developing the software

software, you can see that everything

becomes available. I demonstrate

in the solar system is moving. Starting

this software at the National Science

off with where the planets in our solar

Teachers Association’s annual

system are at today’s date and time,

conferences across the US and

you can speed up time to see that

teachers love it. They cannot wait to go

the inner planets orbit the sun much

back to their classrooms and share it

faster than the outer planets. You can

with their students.
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When you look at
still pictures of the
planets, you miss
the sense of motion,
but with computer
visualisation software,
you can see that
everything in the solar
system is moving.

I led some hands-on workshops

in the sky the farther you get from

NASA’s Eyes on the Solar System

the sun. Turn features on and off,

at Onizuka Space Science Day at El

adding or hiding the orbital paths of

Camino College in Torrance, California.

the planets or spacecraft, or showing

I demonstrated some of the basic

or hiding the small moons of the

features of the software, then I let

outer planets. The ‘View in 3D’ feature

the students explore on their own in

makes the objects look more three

a computer lab. In workshops later

dimensional if you have red and blue

that day, a different group of students

3D glasses to wear while interacting

used the software without seeing it

with the software.

demonstrated first, and I realised that

The software has some built-in

many students are very technology

tours, such as watching NASA’s

savvy and the software is so intuitive

Curiosity Mars rover land on Mars or

that students can learn how to use it

watching the Voyager spacecraft reach

without much prior instruction from the

interstellar space.

teacher. Just let them play with it and

My 14-year-old son, Ben,

explore the planets on their own. They

demonstrates NASA’s Eyes on the

will discover features you did not even

Solar System and shows other

know existed.

students how to use it. He and I

Turn the constellations on to see
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near us change their relative positions

for middle school students using

toured parts of Australia in July

the star patterns in the night sky. Use

and August 2019, showcasing the

the up arrow key to zoom out of the

software to students and teachers in

solar system and see how the stars

Sydney, Wagga Wagga and Darwin.
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just right for liquid water (and possibly

System, NASA’s Eyes on the Earth

Environmental Science, you might

is out there in space, they can explore

also life) to exist. On Earth, wherever we

and NASA’s Eyes on Exoplanets. Let

want to explore NASA’s Eyes on the

NASA’s Eyes on Exoplanets. This shows

find water, we find life, and we want to

me know if it ends up inspiring your

Earth software. It can be downloaded

all of the known planets orbiting other

know whether this may be true in other

students to pursue studies in science,

at https://eyes.nasa.gov (when you

stars beyond our solar system. For most

places in our solar system and beyond.

technology, engineering and maths

download NASA’s Eyes on the Solar

of these extrasolar planets, or exoplanets,

Since 1995, when NASA started looking

(STEM) fields. Have fun exploring the

System, NASA’s Eyes on the Earth is

we know they are there because they

for them, over 4,000 planets orbiting

planets! n

automatically downloaded as well.)

occasionally block the light from their

other stars have been detected and this

For a web-based mobile version, you

star as seen from Earth. We have not

number grows almost daily as new

can download NASA’s Earth Now app

seen these transiting exoplanets directly

discoveries are made.

for cell phones and iPads, or find the

yet, but we can tell how large they are

Many of the known exoplanets

software on NASA’s Global Climate

by how much light they block, and we

were discovered by NASA’s Kepler

California. Over the past 15 years,

Change website (https://climate.nasa.

can tell how long a year is (and therefore

Space Telescope, which was designed

she has worked on the Jupiter Icy

gov/earth-now/). NASA’s Eyes on the

the distance they orbit from their star) by

to look for planets orbiting other stars

Moons Orbiter mission, the Cassini

Earth shows many of NASA’s Earth-

how often they block their star’s light.

in one small region of the sky. This

Mission to Saturn, the Radioisotope

observing satellites, along with the

Since astronomers already know the

is just the beginning of exoplanet

Power Systems program, the GLOBE

datasets they produce. You can learn

temperatures of the stars, scientists can

discovery and, thanks to new orbiting

Observer program, and Project

about Earth’s climate, ocean salinity,

tell which exoplanets are in the ‘habitable

observatories like the Transiting

PANOPTES, a citizen science project

sea level changes, soil moisture,

zone’ of their star, where the temperature

Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS)

to search for transiting exoplanets.

ozone, water vapour, carbon monoxide

on the planets might be within the range

mission, scientists are likely to find

Please email onegiantleap@bigpond.

and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,

at which there could be liquid water on

tens or hundreds of thousands more

com or follow https://www.facebook.

air temperature, and other features

the surface. This is called the Goldilocks

exoplanets in the coming years.

com/onegiantleapoz for opportunities

on our changing planet that NASA

Zone, where the temperature on the

is studying.

exoplanet is not too hot or too cold, but

If you teach Earth Science or
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If students want to know what else

I hope you and your students will
enjoy using NASA’s Eyes on the Solar

Rachel Zimmerman Brachman
is a space educator at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,

to teleconference Rachel into
your classroom.
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